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Abstract
In this master thesis we have studied the possibilities of implementing and control-
ling the speed of a brushless DC motor in an hydraulic application developed by
BorgWarner TorqTransfer Systems AB. The hydraulic application is a coupling that
give vehicles intelligent all-wheel drive.
Today, the hydraulic application uses hydraulic pressure controlled by an ordi-
nary DC motor to produce the all-wheel drive. The purpose of this thesis was to test
if the DC motor could be substituted to a brushless variant by looking at different
ways of controlling the speed of the brushless motor and evaluate its possibilities.
The controllers were tested and evaluated by constructing a model of the brushless
DC motor, together with different controllers, in Simulink.
Two kinds of controllers were implemented and tested in Simulink. The first
one was field-oriented control with field weakening, and the second one was six-
step commutation. Field-oriented control is a very computationally heavy method
compared to the six-step commutation which is one of the simplest ways to control
a brushless DC motor.
What makes the control implementation a little bit harder is that there can be
no angle- or speed sensors involved, so both control methods need to be sensorless.
The field-oriented control with field weakening was made sensorless with a sliding
mode observer and the six-step commutation was made sensorless via back-EMF
sensing.
The results show that the alternative that seems to have the upper hand is the
field-oriented control, even if it may be harder to implement. It also shows that if
some more work is put on the control design, the six-step commutation may also
be a good candidate. Overall, this thesis shows that it is theoretically possible to
implement a brushless DC motor in the hydraulic application.
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1
Introduction
The main purpose of the thesis was to study the possibilities of implementing sen-
sorless control techniques for a BLDC (Brushless Direct Current Motor) used in
a hydraulic application. By sensorless, the meaning is that neither the position or
speed of the rotor on the BLDC is measured, and has to be estimated in some way.
There are many ways of controlling a sensorless BLDC which may all lead to
different results on aspects such as torque ripple and required computational power.
Mainly two control techniques were studied and tested in this thesis. The first, which
most focus was laid on was the FOC (Field-Oriented Control) with field weakening.
The second was six-step commutation which is a little bit simpler in nature than the
FOC. Both control methods were chosen since they can work well with sensorless
techniques.
1.1 Background
BorgWarner TorqTransfer Systems AB (BW TTS for short) focuses on AWD-
systems (All-Wheel Drive systems) for the automotive industry, and the ETC (Eu-
ropean Tech. Center) office in Landskrona centers around a coupling which is able
to distribute the driving torque on the wheels when necessary. A view of the cou-
pling and its placement in a vehicle can be seen in Figure 1.1. The coupling works
by transferring the needed ratio of the driving torque to the rear wheels when nec-
essary.
The hydraulic coupling from BW TTS is used by several car manufacturers and
is in constant development. The torque distribution is driven by a hydraulic pump
which builds up its pressure when the driving axle of the vehicle is rotating, and
is then controlled by a small electrical motor. Today, the electrical motor used in
the hydraulic application is an ordinary DC motor. It has proven to be fairly easy
to control and implement, but since BW TTS strives to constantly provide new and
improved solutions for their customers, all parts of the coupling (including the DC
motor) needs to be evaluated for possible improvements. Since said coupling is
directly linked to the driving performance of the car, the response time and perfor-
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Figure 1.1 The hydraulic coupling and its placement in a vehicle.
mance of the motor controlling the hydraulic pressure is critical. This means that
the speed control of the motor must have a good performance since it is the speed
of the motor that controls the hydraulic pressure. There must also not be too much
ripple in the provided torque and speed from the electrical motor in order to get
good performance from the coupling.
1.2 Motivation
The automotive industry in general is a very hard and pressured industry, so all
components have to be as cheap as possible and yet robust so that they may survive
the life cycle of the whole vehicle. BW TTS has in later years been looking at other
means of controlling the hydraulic pressure than the standard DC motor since there
may be room for improvement there. A natural alternative to a standard DC motor
is the BLDC. While the DC motor is a brushed motor (i.e. it uses a commutator)
the BLDC has no mechanical contact between the rotor and stator, even while the
motor is running. By avoiding contact between the moving parts, the BLDC may
be exposed to a lesser degree of wear than the DC motor. Therefore, if it would
prove possible to implement the BLDC in the hydraulic application, there may be
a possibility to improve the life time of the coupling. Increasing the life time is of
course very interesting in a coupling since it is a part of a vehicle that probably will
have a long life time.
Due to the fact that the number of moving parts are limited to the rotor, the
BLDC has grown on the market in recent years. There are however several more
advantages of using a brushless motor compared to a brushed one. A brushless mo-
11
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tor usually produces less electrical noise, has better efficiency, can usually be made
smaller, can often run at higher speeds and does not produce an audible noise at high
speeds due to commutation from a commutator, [Vila Mani, 2006]. Another advan-
tage of the BLDC compared to the DC motor is that the BLDC can be drenched in
e.g. oil and still be possible to run afterwards. This would mean that the sealing of
the electrical motor would be less crucial if the motor was a BLDC.
From the advantages mentioned above, one can see that a brushless motor would
be a possible way to improve the hydraulic application, even though controlling it
is a little bit more difficult. That is the reason for why the possibility to use a BLDC
was studied in this thesis.
However, an ordinary BLDC assumes that the rotor angle and speed is always
known to the control unit of the motor. This is often realized by using sensors to
detect the position of the rotor. Since sensors are both costly and makes the appli-
cation less reliable, a sensorless control is the only feasible alternative in this type
of coupling for the automotive industry.
1.3 Specifications and Requirements for the Controllers
Aside from having to be sensorless, BW TTS had set some specifications for the
BLDC and controller that had to be satisfied in order to be feasible to implement
in the hydraulic applications. These specifications included a variety of parameters
and requirements, but the three most important ones for simulations are listed in
Table 1.1.
Specification: Notation Value
Speed interval, both directions ω 0-3800 RPM
Voltage limitation Umax 10.4 V
Current limitation in RMS value Imax 14.5 A
Table 1.1 Specifications on the BLDC and controller set by BW TTS.
As mentioned earlier, the response time of the speed controller is very crucial.
The reason for this is that the performance of the coupling is safety critical. By
having a short response time, the hydraulic coupling will be able to redistribute
the driving torque of the wheels in a fast and effective way. It is desirable that the
reaction time of the whole hydraulic application is as short as a few hundreds of
milliseconds.
Having a short response time may be helped by having an aggressive controller,
but tuning a controller to be aggressive can sometimes lead to overshoots and long
settling times. However, overshoots may not be a great problem if they have disap-
peared by the time the hydraulic pressure has reached its set point. A typical sce-
nario may be that the motor is running at low speed, producing no pump pressure.
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Then suddenly the ECU (Electronic Control Unit) wants to increase the pressure a
lot, which means that the electrical motor will be running at maximum speed for
some time until the pressure has reached its set point. So if the overshoots only lasts
during the time the pressure is building up, it will be no great problem.
The six-step commutation controller is a simple schematic controller that almost
certainly will be feasible for the ECU to execute without having to use a processor
with very good performance. The simplicity and low computational demand on the
processor are the reasons for why the six-step commutation was one of the control
methods tested in this thesis. However, being a simple control method also means
that the performance may suffer. This is the reason for why the advanced vector
control FOC was also tested. Since the FOC is more advanced, it probably has
greater chances of managing the limitations listed in Table 1.1 with a short response
time. The disadvantage of the FOC compared to the six-step commutation is that it
will demand more processing power from the ECU, which will have to be evaluated
when the control design is complete.
1.4 Organization
In order to study if the sensorless BLDC is a feasible alternative to control the
hydraulic pump according to specifications, the BLDC and control methods were
built in Simulink. The Simulink implementation of the BLDC and control schemes
was the main part of this thesis, and therefore most of the work was put here. In order
to build the entire sensorless control of the BLDC in Simulink it was important to
test it continuously during the construction so that it would all work well in the end.
It was made in the following steps:
1. Construct a working BLDC model
2. Implement FOC with known rotor angle, i.e. non-sensorless FOC
3. Make the FOC sensorless
4. Implement sensorless six-step commutation
5. Evaluate Simulink results
These steps, together with necessary theoretical backgrounds, are described in the
first chapters of this thesis. Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals behind the BLDC
and how it was constructed in Simulink.
Chapter 3 describes how the non-sensorless FOC controller with field weaken-
ing was implemented in Simulink, together with theoretical motivations.
Chapter 4 is a theoretical chapter which describes methods for making the FOC
controller sensorless. It also shows how a specific method for making the FOC
control sensorless was implemented in this thesis.
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After the implementation of sensorless FOC was complete, the sensorless six-
step commutation method was also implemented in Simulink. It was made so that
it could be compared to the sensorless FOC. Since the sensorless six-step commu-
tation requires less theoretic background, and is simpler to implement than the sen-
sorless FOC, the six-step commutation method was made sensorless from the start.
Therefore, it requires only one chapter in this thesis. The whole implementation of
sensorless six-step commutation is described in Chapter 5.
With the implementation of both sensorless FOC with field weakening and sen-
sorless six-step commutation complete, the results of the Simulink implementations
were evaluated. This is done in Chapter 6.
The goal of the thesis was to be able to draw conclusions on possibilities of
using a sensorless BLDC in the hydraulic application based on simulations and
testing. Several conclusions could be drawn from the results in Chapter 6, and the
conclusions are summarized in Chapter 7.
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2
The Brushless DC Motor
2.1 Background and Relation to the DC Motor
As the name implies, the BLDC differs from an ordinary DC motor in the way that it
lacks a brushed commutator. However, this is not the only way that it differs. While
an ordinary DC motor has its permanent magnets on the stator, the BLDC has its
permanent magnets located on the rotor. On the stator of the BLDC there are stator
windings, or stator coils, divided into three current paths (one for each phase). This
means that the BLDC is a three-phase motor. In Figure 2.1 one may observe the
difference between the BLDC and the ordinary DC motor.
The ordinary DC motor works by setting a DC voltage over its input. The com-
mutator will then let a current pass through a certain rotor winding pair so that a
Figure 2.1 Comparison between the BLDC and DC motor. The rotor of each motor
is colored in light blue and the stator in gray. The letters N and S indicates the polarity
of the permanent magnets (north- or south pole), and as can be seen both motors in
the figure have four poles (two north- and two south poles). For the BLDC the color
of the stator windings indicates which of the phases it is connected to, i.e. phase A
is colored in dark blue, phase B in red and phase C in green. As can be seen, the DC
motor has a part of the stator in the center, enclosed by the rotor. This part of the
stator shows the commutator, and the gray colored boxes are the brushes.
15
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Figure 2.2 A two-level three-phase inverter with transistor gates 1-6 and maximum
inverter voltage Umax. Phases marked A, B and C are connected to the BLDC.
magnetic field will arise from it. This magnetic field will then make the rotor rotate
so that it can be aligned with the magnetic field from the permanent magnets on the
stator. When the magnetic vectors are almost aligned, the commutator will switch
which rotor windings the current will run through. This will create a new magnetic
vector with an orientation such that the rotation will continue.
The BLDC on the other hand is a three-phase motor with three separate phases
to control. The idea is activate the phases that should lead current and therefore
produce a magnetic field in a way that makes the permanent magnets on the rotor
rotate. The operation of the BLDC will be explained more thoroughly later. The
important thing to understand is that since the BLDC is a three-phase motor, it uses
an inverter bridge to produce its three phase inputs. The inverter bridge is located as
hardware on the ECU, and it is a two-level inverter. A typical two-level inverter can
be seen in Figure 2.2.
The idea is that the controller should produce a voltage reference for each of the
three phases. However, these voltages will not enter the BLDC directly since there
will be a great risk of running too high currents through the motor. The voltage
references will instead be modulated and translated into gate signals that will open
or close the six transistor gates (marked 1-6 in Figure 2.2). The modulation is done
so that the voltage references are replicated as good as possible on the BLDC input,
and yet not short-circuiting the BLDC. It is the DC voltage over the inverter bridge
that is the maximum available voltage that can enter the BLDC.
The BLDC might sound to some as what they know as a PMSM (Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Motor), and the BLDC and PMSM can be considered being
one and the same. If one were to study literature and articles published in this area
one will find that there is no clear standard of what defines a BLDC and what defines
a PMSM. Some suggest that the motor is a PMSM if it uses sinusoidal commutation
while it is a BLDC if it uses trapezoidal commutation [Lee et al., 2010]. The way
of commutation comes directly from the control method, e.g. FOC gives sinusoidal
commutation and six-step commutation gives trapezoidal commutation. Very sim-
plified, one can say that the commutation method tells what form the input voltage
have on the three phases on the motor.
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Figure 2.3 Stator voltage Us and its respective components in the three reference
frames.
2.2 Vector Reference Frames
When working with control of synchronous electrical drives, mainly three vector
reference frames are used. The first two are in the stator frame, and the last one is
in the rotor frame. All three can be seen in Figure 2.3.
a/b/c-frame
The first reference frame is called the a/b/c-frame and it uses three vector compo-
nents, each in the same two dimensions but with 120◦ between each other. This
reference frame is pedagogic to work with since the motor is driven by a three-
phase source, and each of the three vector components are aligned with each stator
winding pair. In this frame one can easily witness the magnitude of currents and
voltages in each phase, which is very good for practical reasons.
The three phases are the only inputs to the motor, and it is only in said phases
that the behavior of a sensorless motor is observable. For instance, with any given
input voltage, there will run a current in the motor from which conclusions can be
drawn about the behavior of the motor. This is later used when making the FOC
controller sensorless.
α/β -frame
Working with three vectors in two dimensions seems unnecessary when the place-
ment of the stator windings is of no interest. So when only the vectors themselves
are of interest, without relation to the phases or the stator coils, one can use the
Clarke transformation in order to transform the a/b/c-frame to the α/β -frame, see
Equation (2.1). In Equation (2.1) and all following vector transformations, s with all
17
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the different subscripts denotes an unspecified vector that can be a voltage vector,
current vector, or something similar.
sα =
√
3
2
sa (2.1a)
sβ =
√
1
2
(sb− sc) (2.1b)
The α/β -frame is also a stator frame but with the α-component aligned to the
a-component and the β -component orthogonal to the α-component. So the α/β -
frame is similar to the typical x- and y-axes of a two-dimensional system, but cen-
tered on the stator of an electrical motor. It is of course possible to make an inverse
Clarke transformation in order to go from α/β -frame to the a/b/c-frame, see Equa-
tion (2.2).
sa =
√
2
3
sα (2.2a)
sb =−
√
1
6
sα +
√
1
2
sβ (2.2b)
sc =−
√
1
6
sα −
√
1
2
sβ (2.2c)
Going from three to two vector components in a two-dimensional system can be
done in an infinite amount of ways, and one should note that the Clarke- and inverse
Clarke transformations presented in Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2) are the so
called power invariant transformations. There is at least one other well-known way
to do the transformations, which is called the amplitude invariant transformations.
The amplitude invariant transformations are suitable in for example in audio appli-
cations, where preserving the amplitude may be of great importance [Alaküla and
Karlsson, 2014]. Preserving the amplitude during vector transformations will be of
importance in one particular place in this thesis, and that is in the modulation-part
for the FOC controller. In this fairly advanced modulation scheme, the voltage ref-
erences will be transformed, and the amplitude needs to be preserved so that the
BLDC obtains the right modulated input voltages. The amplitude invariant transfor-
mation from a/b/c-frame to α/β -frame is presented in Equation (2.3).
sα = sa (2.3a)
sβ =
1√
3
sb− 1√
3
sc (2.3b)
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And the amplitude invariant transformation from α/β -frame back to a/b/c-frame
can be simplified as Equation (2.4)
sa = sα (2.4a)
sb =−12 sα +
√
3
2
sβ (2.4b)
sc =−12 sα −
√
3
2
sβ (2.4c)
d/q-frame
The final reference frame is a bit similar to the α/β -frame but is fixed on the ro-
tor instead of the stator. It also has 90 electrical degrees between the components,
meaning that the physical angle between the d- and q-axis depends on the number
of poles in the BLDC, [Pyrhönen, 2009]. So if the BLDC has two poles, both the
α/β -frame and the d/q-frame has the same physical angle between its components.
This practically means that in a two-pole BLDC the d/q-frame is the same as the
α/β -frame with the difference being that the d/q-frame is rotated by the rotor an-
gle. This means for example that when the rotor angle of the two-pole BLDC is
zero, the two reference frames are the same. The d/q-frame is useful when look-
ing at vectors form the rotor’s point of view, and it is sometimes also be called the
x/y-frame. Only in asynchronous motors are the d/q- and x/y-frame different. Going
from a/b/c-frame to the d/q-frame is called the Park transformation. And similarly,
going from d/q-frame to the a/b/c-frame is called the inverse Park transformation.
For simplicity, one can instead look at the transformations from α/β -frame to d/q-
frame and vice versa (which are the same but with negative rotor angle ωt inserted
in α/β - to d/q-frame transformation), see Equation (2.5).
sd/α = sα/dcos(ωt)− sβ/qsin(ωt) (2.5a)
sq/β = sα/dcos(ωt)+ sβ/qsin(ωt) (2.5b)
2.3 Fundamentals of the BLDC
A BLDC can be viewed as in Figure 2.4. The three inductance symbols outside of
the stator are representations of the inductances of the three coil pairs from the three
input phases. One might just imagine that the coils have been "pulled off" from the
stator and put right outside. The main task of an electrical drive such as the BLDC
is to produce torque, which makes the rotor spin. The torque is produced by making
the three-phase inputs produce a voltage vector in a certain direction and then let
this vector rotate around its center point. This voltage vector produces a magnetic
19
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Figure 2.4 BLDC reference frames and the direction of the main magnetic flux
linkage Ψm and the stator current is, [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014].
flux vector due to the input coils that the three-phase inputs are connected to. Since
this magnetic flux vector comes from the stator, which cannot rotate, the flux of the
permanent magnets on the rotor will strive to align itself with the stator flux vector.
So by letting the rotor flux vector "chase" the stator flux vector, torque and speed is
produced.
The rotor in Figure 2.4 seems to have only one pole pair on its permanent mag-
nets, but the BLDC’s that would be used in the hydraulic application have magnetic
poles equally spaced around the rotor. However, it is still possible to model the rotor
as in Figure 2.4 where the main magnetic flux from the permanent magnets that are
linking to the stator windings, Ψm, is aligned to the d-axis of the rotor.
The voltage vector in the BLDC can be expressed as a resistive voltage drop
plus the derivative of the magnetic flux vector ψs, where the latter follows from
Faraday’s law of induction. In α/β -frame this voltage vector can be rewritten as in
Equation (2.6), [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014].
~uαβs = Rs~i
αβ
s +
d~ψαβs
dt
= Rs~iαβs +
d
dt
(
~ψαβδ +Lsλ~i
αβ
s
)
(2.6)
As seen in Equation (2.6) the ψs-vector is expressed in the air gap flux ψδ and
the stator leakage inductance times the stator current: Lsλ is. The air gap flux is the
20
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magnetic flux from the stator windings which reaches the rotor and is therefore
the useful part. The other part of ψs is the leakage flux ψλ = Lsλ is, which is the
flux from the stator windings that does not reach the rotor. This makes the leakage
flux useless for torque production in the motor. Lλ can thus be seen as the part of
the stator inductance which only contributes to leakage flux. The leakage flux is
assumed to have the same magnitude in all directions in the α/β -frame, meaning
that it has the same magnitude in all directions from the rotor center point. This
assumption may not be completely true, but can be considered a fairly accurate
approximation. If the rotational electric speed ωel is known and if j is the imaginary
unit, Equation (2.6) can be expressed in the d/q-frame. This is seen in Equation
(2.7).
~udqs = Rs~i
dq
s +
d
dt
(
~ψdqδ +Lsλ~i
dq
s
)
+ jωel
(
~ψdqδ +Lsλ~i
dq
s
)
(2.7)
If the main inductances (the parts of Ls which are not leakage inductances) in the
d- and q-axis, Lmd and Lmq, are introduced, then Equation (2.7) can be written in
its d- and q-components. The components are seen in Equation (2.8), [Alaküla and
Karlsson, 2014].
usd = Rsisd+
d
dt
(
Ψm+Lmd isd+Lsλ isd
)−ωel(Lmqisq+Lsλ isq) =
= Rsisd+
d
dt
(
Ψm+Lsd isd
)−ωelLsqisq (2.8a)
usq = Rsisq+
d
dt
(
Lmqisq+Lsλ isq
)
+ωel(Ψm+Lmd isd+Lsλ isd) =
= Rsisq+Lsq
disq
dt
+ωel(Ψm+Lsd isd) (2.8b)
From Equation (2.8) it is possible to find expressions for the magnetic fluxes in the
d- and q-axis, see Equation (2.9), [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014].
ψsd =Ψm+Lsd isd =Ψm+(Lmd+Lsλ )isd (2.9a)
ψsq = Lsqisq = (Lmq+Lsλ )isq (2.9b)
Mechanical Quantities
With the equations and vector orientations of magnetic fluxes, currents and voltages
derived it is possible to look at the mechanical quantities such as torque, speed and
rotor angle. The first quantity to look at is the electric torque. It comes directly
from the number of input phases and the cross product of the magnetic fluxes and
the stator current. This gives Equation (2.10), [Lee and Tolbert, 2009; Alaküla and
Karlsson, 2014], in which the factor 32 is the number of phase conductors divided
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by 2.
Tel =
3
2
~ψs×~is = 32 (ψsd isq−ψsqisd) =
=
3
2
(Ψm+(Lmd+Lsλ )isd)isq−
3
2
(Lmq+Lsλ )isqisd =
=
3
2
Ψmisq+
3
2
(Lmd−Lmq)isd isq︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reluctance torque
(2.10)
As seen in Equation (2.10) there are two components that produce the torque. The
component marked as reluctance torque is called so because it depends on the dif-
ference in reluctance in the d- and q-axis, [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014].
The electro dynamical torque, Tel , in Equation (2.10) is not the mechanical
torque one would feel while holding on to the rotor of a running motor. The electri-
cal torque is the torque produced if there are only one magnetic pole pair, p/2, on
the rotor. In order to get the mechanical torque, the electro dynamical torque has to
be scaled by a factor which is the number of pole pairs, see Equation (2.11).
Tmech =
p
2
Tel (2.11)
Regarding torque there is one phenomena of interest called cogging torque. The
cogging torque can briefly be explained as an undesirable torque ripple that arises
due to interaction between the stator steel teeth and the permanent magnets. The
steel teeth is the part of the stator that works as the core of the stator coils. The
cogging torque exists even when there is no current flowing through the stator coils.
Each stator tooth is affected by a cyclic torque fluctuation as the rotor turns. Since
the forces on the teeth are displaced from each other in time, they will be affected
by the force from the permanent magnets differently. This causes the sum of the
torque components (caused from the magnet forces) to often be nonzero. Since the
torque component is nonzero and depends on the position of the rotor, there will
occur a cyclic torque ripple when the rotor rotates. This effect is called the cogging
torque, [Hartman and Lorimer, 2000].
When the electro dynamical and mechanical torques quantities are known, the
mechanical speed is of interest. It is derived by integrating the mechanical torque
and compensating for moment of inertia J, see Equation (2.12)
ωmech =
1
J
∫
Tmech dt (2.12)
Just like the torque, the speed has to be compensated by the number of magnetic
pole pairs if one wishes to transform the mechanical speed to electrical speed. By
electrical speed, the meaning is how fast the period time of the electrically induced
voltage is. It is also possible to think of the electrical speed as an angular speed
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in which one revolution corresponds to the rotation that has happened when a pole
pair on the rotor has rotated and reached the exact same position as its neighboring
pole pair previously had. The electrical speed is needed for calculation of the back-
EMF, which is discussed later, so the equation for the electrical speed is presented
in Equation (2.13).
ωel =
p
2
ωmech (2.13)
If one considers the instantaneous power of the BLDC, the motivations behind
Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.13) can be motivated further. The instantaneous
power must be the same in electrical quantities as in mechanical quantities, which
is seen in Equation (2.14).
p(t) = ωelTel =
p
2
ωmech
2
p
Tmech = ωmechTmech (2.14)
The final mechanical quantity that needs to be derived is the rotor angle. If e.g.
the electrical speed is known, one only has to integrate it in order to get the elec-
trical rotor angle, Equation (2.15). The electrical angle θel is needed for e.g. Park
transformations throughout the control unit.
θel =
∫
ωel dt (2.15)
Of course, the mechanical rotor angle can also be of interest, and just as for speed
and torque it is obtained by scaling the electrical angle by the pole pairs, see Equa-
tion (2.16).
θmech =
1
p/2
θel =
2
p
θel (2.16)
Since this thesis focuses on control of an electrical drive, there is one more im-
portant thing to remember. That is, that the torque of the motor is proportional to
the motor current, and that the stationary speed in the same way is proportional to
the stationary voltage over it, [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014]. The relation between
torque and current can be observed in Equation (2.10), and it is good to keep this
relationship in mind when controlling an electrical drive since there might be a
maximum allowed current in the motor (or inverter bridge) which puts a limit on
the produced torque. In stationarity, the relation between voltage and speed can be
seen in Equation (2.7) where the term containing ωel will be dominating while the
other terms will be small or close to zero.
Electromotive Force
The three-phase input of the BLDC is connected to windings that are supposed to
produce a magnetic flux. In order to make the rotor turn, the magnetic flux from
the windings will have to change very often. Each of the windings will feel these
rapid changes in fluxes and will try to preserve equilibrium by inducing a voltage
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in the opposite directions of the input voltages, all according to Lenz’s law. If one
now keeps in mind that in stationarity, the speed of the BLDC is proportional to the
voltage, there will be more and more induced voltage in the opposite direction as
the speed increases. The induced voltage is often called back-EMF (ElectroMotive
Force) since it counteracts the speed which the BLDC is trying to build up.
One may take the thought of back-EMF one step further and imagine what
would happen if the BLDC would try to increase its speed to infinity. Due to the
back-EMF the speed of the BLDC will come to a point where the induced voltage
is just as big as the input voltages. This will mean that there will be no net voltage
over the BLDC inputs and therefore also no current. This will of course make the
BLDC stop increasing its speed and settle at the speed it had when the back-EMF
obtained the same value as the input voltages. This maximum reachable speed may
prove a problem to electrical drives which are to run at high speeds, but there are
ways of going around the problem of induced back-EMF. One such way is called
field weakening, and is discussed together with FOC in the Chapter 3.
While working in the d/q-frame, the back-EMF can be presented as a vector
which lies 90◦ advanced forward compared to the stator flux vectorψs, [Alaküla and
Karlsson, 2014]. This means that the induced back-EMF can be written as Equation
(2.17).
~es = jωel~ψs (2.17)
It is also possible to rewrite Equation (2.17) in its d- and q-components while also
exploiting the fact that the back-EMF is depending on the electrical speed of the
BLDC. This is seen in Equation (2.18), [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014].
esd =−ωelψsq =−ωelLsqisq (2.18a)
esq = ωelψsd = ωel(Ψm+Lsd isd) (2.18b)
If one where to look at the back-EMF of the three phases in the BLDC, the shape of
the back-EMF waveforms could have different shapes depending on the specifica-
tions of the BLDC. As seen in Equation (2.17) and Equation (2.18), the amplitude
of the waveforms mostly comes from the electrical speed ωel , while the shape of
the waveform comes mostly from the magnetic flux ψs. This means that, depending
on the saturation of magnetic flux in the motor, the back-EMF waveforms will have
different shapes. The shape of the waveforms is often said to come in two variants;
sinusoidal waveforms, and trapezoidal waveforms, the difference between the two
can be seen in Figure 2.5. An important note to make is that the magnetic flux vec-
tor in the BLDC depends on the input voltage, so the back-EMF waveform also
depends a little bit on what control method or commutation method is used.
The BLDC as an RLE-Load
With the concept of back-EMF and the other fundamentals in mind there is one more
useful thing to observe about the BLDC which will be used later in parts of the FOC
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Figure 2.5 Trapezoidal and sinusoidal back-EMF waveforms in the three phases.
One period of the sinusoidal- and trapezoidal waveforms corresponds to one revolu-
tion in the d/q-frame (i.e. one revolution in electrical degrees).
controller. That is to compare the BLDC to a generic three-phase load. A way to do
this is seen in Figure 2.6. The BLDC can as most electrical motors be viewed as a
three-phase RLE-load with resistance Rs, inductance Ls and load voltage es on each
phase (the load voltage being the back-EMF in an electrical drive). This means that
the phase voltage of the BLDC can be written as Equation (2.19).
us = Rsis+Ls
dis
dt
+ es (2.19)
This view can be motivated by combining Equation (2.18) and Equation (2.8). The
result is seen in Equation (2.20) and even though Equation (2.20) is written in the
d- and q-components the similarity to Equation (2.19) is very notable.
usd = Rsisd+Lsd
disd
dt
+ esd +
dψm
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0(
Ψm constant
)
(2.20a)
usq = Rsisq+Lsq
disq
dt
+ esq (2.20b)
2.4 The BLDC Model in Simulink
The finished BLDC model can be seen in Figure 2.7. In the model, the three
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Figure 2.6 BLDC modeled as a generic three-phase load with phase resistance Rs,
phase inductance Ls and load voltage es.
phases enters as inputs va, vb, and vc. At first they are centered around zero in the
"Centering"-block, which is done because the motor is galvanically isolated from
the control unit, so there should be no eventual DC offset. After centering, the three
phase voltages are transformed into the d/q-frame.
By looking at the voltages in Equation (2.8) and noticing that it with the help
of Equation (2.9) and Equation (2.18) can be rewritten as Equation (2.21), it can be
seen that the left hand sides of Equation (2.21) is what comes out from the summa-
tion right after the transformation to d/q-frame.
dψsd
dt
= usd−Rsisd− esd (2.21a)
dψsq
dt
= usq−Rsisq− esq (2.21b)
After Equation (2.21) is applied, there is an integration which gives the fluxes ψsd
and ψsq. The fluxes are then saturated as not to produce values larger than twice
that of Ψm, which is impossible. After that the fluxes in d- and q-axis are treated
separately.
The current in d/q-frame is obtained by applying Equation (2.22) which is given
by rewriting Equation (2.9).
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Figure 2.7 The BLDC model constructed in Simulink. 27
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isd =
ψsd−Ψm
Lsd
(2.22a)
isq =
ψsq
Lsq
(2.22b)
With the current at hand, the resistive voltage drop in Equation (2.21) is modeled
by a feed back with a gain corresponding to the resistance Rs.
The current in d/q-frame can be transformed into a/b/c-frame, which is done
before the current is going out of the BLDC model in an output.
When all currents, voltages and fluxes are implemented in the model it is pos-
sible to implement the mechanics of the BLDC in the model. First, the electrical
torque is given by the first line of Equation (2.10) and is then scaled by the number
of pole pairs according to Equation (2.11). With the mechanical torque at hand it is
possible to subtract the torque load which enters the BLDC model as an input.
After the torque load is accounted for equations Equation (2.12), Equation
(2.13),Equation (2.15) and Equation (2.16) are used to calculate the electrical and
mechanical speeds and angles of the BLDC. All of these mechanics (except the
electrical speed) then leaves the BLDC model as outputs so that they can be ob-
served more clearly from the outside while testing the model. The electrical angle
is also fed back to the transformations from and to the d/q-frame. There is also an
input to the BLDC model which can add a number to the electrical angle. The value
of this input is implemented so that it is possible to have the BLDC start at an angle
different from zero.
Finally, the back-EMF is calculated. Since it would prove useful to be able to run
tests with both sinusoidal and trapezoidal waveforms of the back-EMF, both wave-
forms where implemented. Both waveforms are first calculated in the d/q-frame,
and for the sinusoidal waveforms, this is done according to Equation (2.18). The
trapezoidal back-EMF is calculated in the "Trapezoidal emf"-block which uses the
electrical angle in order to determine the shape of the waveform according to the
trapezoidal waveform in Figure 2.5. The amplitude of the trapezoidal back-EMF
waveform comes from the electrical speed times the back-EMF constant Ke. Ke is
determined together with the other parameters in the next segment. The trapezoidal
waveforms in a/b/c-frame are then transformed into d/q-frame with the help of the
electrical angle.
With both variants of back-EMF available, a switch is implemented so that the
model can shift between having sinusoidal or trapezoidal back-EMF. The output of
the switch is then used in the previous calculations Equation (2.21). After that, the
back-EMF is transformed into the a/b/c-frame and then leaves the BLDC model as
an output.
This concludes the most major part of the BLDC model construction in
Simulink. All that is left to do is to determine the BLDC parameters.
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BLDC Model Parameters
The BLDC model does not only depend on the known equations that are presented
previously. It also depends on certain parameters that are related to the real BLDC.
There are a total of seven parameters in the model that has to be determined in
order to make the model agree with a real BLDC. Most of these parameters could
be obtained by looking at the BLDC specifications of the BLDC manufacturers that
had given their specifications to BW TTS.
All of the BLDC’s that were specified by the different manufacturers could han-
dle the requirements for the hydraulic application, so the BLDC model made in
Simulink should also be able to handle the requirements by using the parameters
from any of the manufacturers. Since none of them provided all of the required pa-
rameters in their specifications, the BLDC parameters from the manufacturer that
provided most of them were chosen. The rest were either calculated or estimated.
Maybe the most central parameter is the number of magnetic poles on the rotor,
p. From the chosen manufacturer this was set to p= 10.
The next parameter that was needed was the stator resistance, Rs. Since only
the phase-to-phase resistance, Rp2p, was provided, and that this certain BLDC was
delta-connected, Rs was given by Equation (2.23).
Rs = Rp2p||2Rp2p =
2R2p2p
3Rp2p
=
2
3
Rp2p = 0.0506Ω (2.23)
In the real world, almost any BLDC will have a little saliency (not be perfectly
round). This will lead to that the main inductances in the d-, respective q-axes will
have a little bit different values. However, both of them were needed in the BLDC
model and luckily enough they were provided by the manufacturer. So they were
set to the values Lsd = 45.1 ·10−6H and Lsq = 58.9 ·10−6H.
The next value that was needed for the model was the moment of inertia of the
rotor, J. The moment of inertia itself was not given, but the dimensions of the rotor
could be found in a data sheet for the BLDC. Therefore the volume V could be
calculated according to Equation (2.24), where l is the length and r is the radius of
the rotor.
V = lr2pi = 18 ·14.652pi = 12137mm3 = 1.2137 ·10−5m3 (2.24)
With the volume known the rotor weight was needed. Unfortunately it was not spec-
ified in the data sheet. However, the density ρ of the material that most of the rotor
was made of was given. This meant that the weight m could be calculated using
Equation (2.25).
m= ρV = 7700 ·1.2137 ·10−5 = 0.0935kg (2.25)
With the volume and the weight known the moment of inertia could be estimated as
in Equation (2.26).
Jest =
1
2
mr2 = 1.0034 ·10−5kg ·m2 (2.26)
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In order not to underestimate the moment of inertia, it was set to J = 2.5 · 10−5·
kg·m2. One should note that the parameter value of the moment of inertia does not
affect the speed results of the motor very much, only how fast it can accelerate and
decelerate.
The sixth and seventh parameters that were needed were the back-EMF con-
stant Ke and the magnetic flux linkage Ψm (known as Psim in the Simulink model).
The value of these parameters are very crucial to the BLDC model since they af-
fects torque and speed performance, and also how much current is needed in order
to produce the torque. It can be seen that the values of Ψm and Ke are related to
each other. Ke is the ratio between the amplitude of the back-EMF voltage and the
electrical speed, [Bobek, 2013]. If one were to use the mechanical speed instead,
Ke would have the same numerical value as Ψm. Therefore, the only difference be-
tween the back-EMF constant and the magnetic flux linkage is a factor of p/2 (the
number of pole pairs). In order to make the BLDC model as good as possible, an
experiment was made on an available BLDC from the same manufacturer that the
above parameters were obtained from. The idea behind the experiment was to mea-
sure the back-EMF constant by measuring the phase-to-phase back-EMF with an
oscilloscope while rotating the rotor with a screwdriver. Since the back-EMF was
sinusoidal in the BLDC that was used, it was possible to calculate the electrical
speed directly from the period time τel of the sinusoidal wave. So after measuring
the period time and peak-to-peak voltage amplitude ep2p of the back-EMF for sev-
eral different rotation speeds it was possible to calculate Ke according to Equation
(2.27) for each measurement and use the average value as final result.
Ke =
ep2pτel
2
√
3
(2.27)
Finally, Equation (2.28) was used to obtain Ψm.
Ψm =
Ke
p/2
(2.28)
Table 2.1 shows the measured peak-to-peak phase-to-phase values ep2p and the pe-
riod time τel of the back-EMF together with the resulting value of the back-EMF
constant Ke and the magnetic flux linkage Ψm for each measurement.
The average value of Ke and Ψm in Table 2.1 were calculated and used in the
Simulink model. The values were Ke = 0.01209 Vs and Ψm = 0.002418 Wb.
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Peak-to-peak
back-EMF, ep2p /
[V]
Period time, τel /
[s]
Back-EMF con-
stant, Ke / [Vs]
Magnetic flux
linkage, Ψm /
[Wb]
0.308 0.142 0.012625 0.002525099
0.564 0.072 0.011723 0.002344504
1.28 0.0328 0.012120 0.002423947
0.316 0.127 0.011585 0.002317022
2.04 0.0212 0.012485 0.002496924
3.4 0.0122 0.011974 0.002394849
5.6 0.0075 0.012124 0.002424871
Table 2.1 Measured values of the peak-to-peak back-EMF and period time, to-
gether with the calculated values of the back-EMF constant and magnetic flux link-
age.
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Field-Oriented Control
In contrast to the previous chapter where the fundamentals and theory of the BLDC
was explained before the Simulink implementation was presented, this chapter will
go through the Simulink implementation and provide the needed theoretic back-
grounds as they are needed.
At first FOC was made without using sensorless techniques, i.e. letting the con-
troller use the rotor angle and speed calculated by the BLDC model. How the FOC
was made sensorless is described in the next chapter.
3.1 Overview of Non-Sensorless FOC
An overview of the non-sensorless FOC controller concept together with the fin-
ished Simulink implementation of the non-sensorless FOC can be seen in Figure
3.1. In the figure it is possible to compare the concept with the Simulink imple-
mentation and note the similarities and the differences. The differences are mostly
design choices which will be explained in this chapter.
The idea behind FOC is to commutate the motor by calculating voltage and
current vectors based on motor current feedback. The three-phase motor current
feedback is transformed into a space vector in d/q-frame and is separated into two
parts (the d- and q-component) which are controlled separately so that the controller
can produce any current vector in the d/q-frame. The placement of the current vector
in the d/q-frame determines the values of output torque and magnetic flux in the
BLDC, and the idea behind FOC is to be able to produce any desired current vector
in the d/q-frame, [Mevey, 2009]. Since high output torque is often desired, while the
magnetic flux should be kept at a minimum as not to produce to high back-EMF,
the vector control has to place the current vector carefully. It is often said that the
q-component of the current vector produces the main part of the torque while the d-
components mainly determines the value of magnetic flux, and the two components
can if one wishes be seen as working independently of each other, [Lee et al., 2010].
Since the FOC in this application had to control the motor speed and not only torque
and flux, an outer control loop had to be implemented which controls the speed and
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Figure 3.1 Non-sensorless FOC controller concept to the left, and the non-
sensorless FOC controller constructed in Simulink to the right.
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provides reference values for the inner loop. To be able to reach higher speeds a
field weakening function was also implemented to the outer loop. The purpose of
field weakening is to reduce the induced voltage in the stator windings of the motor
and therefore allow the BLDC to achieve higher speeds. As explained in Chapter 2,
the induced voltage will set an upper limit to the speed, but with field weakening
this upper limit can be increased.
Since the FOC controller has an inner and outer loop it is of cascade type,
where the inner loop controls motor torque and magnetic flux and also modulates
the BLDC input phases, and an outer loop controlling motor speed by producing a
torque reference and adjusting it to give a suiting flux reference. In order to structure
the construction in Simulink, the FOC was done in the following steps:
1. Implement the current controllers for the inner loop
2. Implement the modulation and inverter for the BLDC input phases
3. Forge together the inner control loop and test it
4. Implement the speed controller for the outer loop
5. Introduce field weakening to the speed controller
6. Forge together the outer loop with the inner loop and test the FOC
3.2 Current Controllers
Controlling the currents can be seen as controlling the torque and magnetic flux in
the motor, so in the Simulink model, the torque and flux is controlled in the "Current
controller"-block (remember that motor torque and motor current are proportional).
The "Current controller"-block takes four input signals: current references, actual
currents, mechanical speed and electrical angle. The currents are given in d/q-frame,
and the angle is given in α/β -frame. The inside of the "Current controller"-block
can be seen in Figure 3.2.
The electrical angle is used to transform the output voltage to a/b/c-frame be-
fore it is leaving the "Current controller"-block. However, the angle is first advanced
forward by approximately half a sample time since the control part of the "Current
controller"-block is assumed to take some time in order to finish its computations.
Phase advancement is done in order to mimic reality where the angle probably will
advance forward during the time of the control computations. The electrical angle
is also used if the BLDC is assumed to have trapezoidal back-EMF. This is possible
because the period of the back-EMF waveform corresponds to exactly one revolu-
tion in electrical degrees. Therefore, one period of the trapezoidal waveform can be
divided into four sections as in Figure 3.3. So if the trapezoidal back-EMF is used,
the electrical angle determines the waveform of the back-EMF by looking in which
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Figure 3.2 The inside of the "Current controller"-block constructed in Simulink.
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Figure 3.3 The four sections of the trapezoidal phase to neutral back-EMF during
one electrical revolution.
of the four periodic sections in Figure 3.3 the electrical angle θel currently resides
in. For example, if the angle is between 0 and 2pi3 rad, then the amplitude of phase
A is Keωel ·1, and if the angle is between 2pi3 and pi then the amplitude is given by
Keωel · (1− 6pi (θel − 2pi3 )) and so on. In the expressions of the back-EMF, Ke is the
back-EMF constant and ωel is the electrical speed. To get the amplitude of the other
phases one can just use the fact that the three phases have symmetrical back-EMFs.
The mechanical speed is transformed into electrical speed and is used for back-
EMF calculations. If the back-EMF is sinusoidal, then the electrical speed is used
together with the real values of the currents in order to calculate the back-EMF in
d/q-frame according to Equation (2.18). If the back-EMF is trapezoidal, the elec-
trical speed determines the amplitude of the back-EMF waveforms as mentioned
above. Just as the sinusoidal back-EMF, the trapezoidal back-EMF is calculated in
the d/q-frame with the help of a block similar to the "Trapezoidal emf"-block in the
BLDC model.
The back-EMF, current references and actual current values are used in two sep-
arate PI-controllers. One for the current in the d-axis (which can be said to control
the main part of the flux), and one for the current in the q-axis (which can be said
to control the main part of the torque). The back-EMF is used as feed forward in
the two PI-controllers. The output from the controllers are the voltages in the d/q-
frame which are required in order to achieve the desired current. These voltages are
then transformed into the a/b/c-frame where they represent the voltage reference
waveforms in the three phases. The PI-controllers has anti-windup and saturations
implemented in order to keep them from requesting more voltage than is possible
in a real control unit of this kind. The tuning of the parameters of the PI-controllers
had some theoretic background, which is explained in the following segment.
Current Control of a Three-Phase Load
In the FOC controller that was constructed in Simulink there is need for a current
controller. The theory behind this is presented in this segment.
From the theoretic background of the BLDC it is known that the BLDC can
be modeled as a three-phase RLE-load, which means that the phase voltage can be
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written as Equation (2.19). This voltage equation is central to the derivation of the
current controller.
The current controller that is to be derived is assumed to be a deadbeat con-
troller, which means that it eliminates all error in the current in one sampling in-
terval. This is not possible in reality since the sampling time is fast, and the BLDC
can not react so fast. This will lead to that the current controller will request a very
large voltage reference to the BLDC, but this can be taken care of by saturating the
output of the current controller with the maximum allowed voltage.
In order to derive the control law, Equation (2.19) is integrated over one sam-
pling period Ts, [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014], which is seen in Equation (3.1),
where the k denotes the sample time this instant.∫ (k+1)Ts
k·Ts us ·dt
Ts
=
Rs ·
∫ (k+1)Ts
k·Ts is ·dt+Ls ·
∫ (k+1)Ts
k·Ts
dis
dt ·dt+
∫ (k+1)Ts
k·Ts es ·dt
Ts
=
= u¯s(k,k+1) = Rs · i¯s(k,k+1)+Ls · is(k+1)− is(k)Ts + e¯s(k,k+1) (3.1)
If the assumptions of a deadbeat controller are considered true and if the controller
is allowed to produce however large voltage it wants to, only three more assump-
tions are needed in order to derive the desired control law. The first of the three
assumptions is that the dynamics of the back-EMF changes very little during just
one sampling interval. The second being that the value of the current is the sum of
all previous changes of current. The third and final assumption is that the current
trajectory can be approximated as Equation (3.2).
i¯s(k,k+1) =
i∗s (k)+ is(k)
2
(3.2)
With all assumptions above in mind, the control law can be derived from Equa-
tion (3.1) as in Equation (3.3), [Alaküla and Karlsson, 2014]. As seen in Equation
(3.3) the controller is a PI-controller, but is also sometimes called a PIE-controller
because of the back-EMF in the feed forward part.
u∗s (k) =Rs ·
i∗s (k)+ is(k)
2
+Ls · i
∗
s (k)− is(k)
Ts
+ es(k) =
=Rs · i
∗
s (k)− is(k)
2
+Rsis(k)+Ls · i
∗
s (k)− is(k)
Ts
+ es(k) =
=
(
Ls
Ts
+
Rs
2
)(
(i∗s (k)− is(k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proportional
+
Ts( Ls
Rs
+ Ts2
) n=k−1∑
n=0
(i∗s (n)− is(n))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Integral
)
+ es(k)︸︷︷︸
Feed forward
(3.3)
Equation (3.3) can also be expressed as two different controllers on the d- and q-
axis. The result is seen in Equation (3.4) and are the ones used in the current con-
trollers in the Simulink implementation.
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u∗d(k) =
(
Lsd
Ts
+
Rs
2
)(
(i∗sd(k)− isd(k))+
Ts(Lsd
Rs
+ Ts2
) n=k−1∑
n=0
(i∗sd(n)− isd(n))
)
+ esd(k)
(3.4a)
u∗q(k) =
(
Lsq
Ts
+
Rs
2
)(
(i∗sq(k)− isq(k))+
Ts(Lsq
Rs
+ Ts2
) n=k−1∑
n=0
(i∗sq(n)− isq(n))
)
+ esq(k)
(3.4b)
3.3 Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation and Inverter
Before the three-phase voltages from the "Current controller"-block can enter the
BLDC model, the voltages has to be modulated and go through an inverter. In
other words, the voltage references produced by the current controllers will enter
the SVPWM (Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation) which will produce the gate
signals to the inverter bridge. This will make the inverter bridge produce the right
input to the BLDC. All this is accomplished in the "SVPWM"-block and "2-level
inverter"-block.
SVPWM is the best PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) technique for voltage
source inverters. However, the technique is a more advanced method than regular
SPWM (Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation). Unlike SPWM, SVPWM uses more
voltage vectors to modulate the signal and because of this SVPWM has a higher
level of fundamental voltage. This means that the SVPWM technique enables a
more efficient use of the DC voltage. Also, the fact that it works good with vec-
tor control methods, reduces the total harmonic distortion and reduces the switch-
ing losses at high frequencies made SVPWM the best choice for the FOC control,
[Ahmed and Usman Ali, 2013].
SVPWM Principle
The SVPWM technique uses a voltage reference vector, v∗, to determine which of
the transistors on the inverter bridge to turn ON or OFF. The voltage reference vector
is represented in the amplitude invariant α/β -frame, seen in Equation (2.3). This
thesis uses the transistor notation as seen in Figure 3.4, which means that transistor
number 1, 3 and 5 are the upper transistors. If any of the upper transistors are turned
ON the corresponding lower transistor on the same phase leg must be turned OFF.
The two-level inverter has eight different space vectors, but two of these (noted
with subscript 000 and 111) does not supply any effective voltage since they turn
ON all upper or all lower gate transistors. These two states are the so called zero
state vectors. The main objective of SVPWM is to rebuild the voltage reference vec-
tor, using the eight available space vectors. Depending on the location and angle of
the voltage reference vector the SVPWM chooses the two closest (or most adjacent)
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Figure 3.4 The two-level three-phase inverter, [Atif et al., 2006].
Figure 3.5 The space vectors and the voltage reference vector in the complex α/β -
plane, [Morales-Caporal et al., 2012].
space vectors space vectors. These two space vectors supply an active voltage under
a certain amount of time and the zero states helps to control the magnitude of the
of the voltage by being active a certain time. The recreated voltage reference vector
can be calculated as in Equation (3.5).
v∗ ≈ T1
Ts/2
Ux+
T2
Ts/2
Ux+60◦ +
T0
Ts/2
(U000 or U111) (3.5)
In Equation (3.5) Ts is the modulation period, T1 is the time when the first adjacent
space vectorUx is active, T2 is the time when the other adjacent space vectorUx+60◦
is active and T0 is the time when the zero state vector U000 or U111 is active.
The voltage vector lies in one of the six sectors s1−6, see Figure 3.5. In order to
rebuild the voltage vector with the space vectors, the application times (T0,T1,T2,)
must be calculated. The times can be calculated using Equation (3.6), [Tolunay,
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2012].
T1 =
√
3Ts|v∗|
Umax
sin(
pi
3
−θ ∗+ P−1
3
pi)
T2 =
√
3Ts|v∗|
Umax
sin(θ ∗− P−1
3
pi)
T0 = Ts−T1−T2 (3.6)
In Equation (3.6)Umax is the voltage over the DC-link, P is the number of the sector
(1 to 6) where the voltage reference currently resides, |v∗| is the magnitude of the
voltage reference vector and θ ∗ is the corresponding angle of the voltage reference
vector.
Since the use of trigonometric functions in digital implementation uses look-up
tables and interpolation methods the trigonometric functions may cause uncertain-
ties and large computation times. By implementing the SVM algorithm using the
following steps, the computational cost can be reduced, [Morales-Caporal et al.,
2012].
SVPWM in Simulink
The inside of the "SVPWM"-block in the Simulink model can be seen in Figure
3.6. The "SVPWM"-block takes two input signals, the maximum inverter bridge
voltage (same as the DC-link voltage)Umax and the voltage reference in a/b/c-frame
v∗abc. The voltage reference is transformed into the amplitude invariant α/β -frame
according to Equation (2.3).
When the voltage references are transformed into the amplitude invariant α/β -
frame, they enter two blocks. The first is called Sector selector, which determines
in which of the six sectors the voltage reference V ∗ is currently located at. This is
accomplished by first using Equation (3.7) to calculate Vre f1, Vre f2 and Vre f3 and
then using the rules in Equation (3.8) to calculate the values of the new variables A,
B and C.
Vre f1 =Vβ
Vre f2 =
√
3
2
Vα − 12Vβ
Vre f3 =−
√
3
2
Vα − 12Vβ (3.7)
if Vre f1 > 0, A= 1 else A= 0
if Vre f2 > 0, B= 1 else B= 0
if Vre f3 > 0, C = 1 else C = 0 (3.8)
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Figure 3.6 The inside of the "SVPWM"-block constructed in Simulink.
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A, B and C are logical variables with the values 0 or 1 depending on the conditions
above and are used in Equation (3.9) to calculate the value of N.
N = A+2B+4C (3.9)
The values of N can then be mapped into its corresponding sector P using Table 3.1.
However, one should note that all computations uses the value of N instead of P, the
Table 3.1 is only presented so that the reader can understand the relation between N
and P.
P 1 2 3 4 5 6
N 3 1 5 4 6 2
Table 3.1 Mapping of N to the sector P, [Srikanth and Dutt, 2012].
The other block that the voltage reference in amplitude invariant α/β -frame
enters is called "XYZ". This block, together with the block called "Application
times", are implemented in order to avoid using the trigonometric functions used
for the application times T1 and T2 expressed in Equation (3.6). This is achieved
by first calculating the three reference time denotes X , Y and Z with the equations
expressed in Equation (3.10). This is what is done in the "XYZ"-block.
X =
√
3VβTs
Umax
Y =
Ts(3Vα +
√
3Vβ )
2Umax
Z =
Ts(−3Vα +
√
3Vβ )
2Umax
(3.10)
With X, Y, Z and the sector identifier N available, the "Application times"-block
can map the X, Y, Z and N to the application times T1 and T2 by using Table 3.2.
N 3 1 5 4 6 2
T1 Y -Y Z -X -Z X
T2 -X -Z Y Z X -Y
Table 3.2 Mapping of X , Y and Z to the application times, T1 and T2, [Srikanth and
Dutt, 2012].
The next block in the "SVPWM"-block is the "On-state times"-block. It calcu-
lates the ON-state values Ta, Tb and Tc of the three phases which can be used for
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modulation. They are obtained by first calculating the duty cycles Taon, Tbon and
Tcon of the three phase legs on the inverter. This is done by the Equations (3.11)
Taon =
(Ts−T1T2)
4
=
T0
4
Tbon = Taon+
T1
2
Tcon = Tbon+
T2
2
(3.11)
To acquire the ON-state values Ta, Tb and Tc from the duty cycles in Equations
(3.11), the sector identifier N is used together with Table 3.3.
N 3 1 5 4 6 2
Ta Taon Tbon Tcon Tcon Tbon Taon
Tb Tbon Taon Taon Tbon Tcon Tcon
Tc Tcon Tcon Tbon Taon Taon Tbon
Table 3.3 Mapping of the duty cycles to the ON-state values of each phase,
[Srikanth and Dutt, 2012].
With the ON-state signals Ta, Tb and Tc available, the final thing to do is to apply
regular PWM to the ON-state signals. This is what the block called "Gate signals"
is for, and it is done by comparing each of the ON-state signals with a isosceles
triangle wave with the magnitude Ts2 and a period time of 2Ts. A typical view of the
ON-state signals together with the triangle wave (also called carrier wave) can be
seen in figure 3.7.
If a certain ON-state signal has a larger value than the carrier wave the upper
transistor on the corresponding phase leg is activated, and if that certain ON-state
signal has a smaller value than the triangle wave the lower transistor on the corre-
sponding phase leg is activated instead. An example of this modulation can be seen
in Figure 3.8 in which the ON-state signal for phase A is modulated and produces
the gate signal for phase leg A on the inverter bridge. The Gate signal has a positive
value if the upper gate transistor should be turned ON and is zero if the lower gate
transistor should be turned ON instead. The block is called "Gate signals" since the
transistors can be considered as gates, and it produces six logic variables s1−6 (one
for each transistor) that turns the corresponding gate transistor ON or OFF. And so,
a symmetric SVPWM for a 2-level inverter is obtained.
Two-level Inverter in Simulink
In the real hydraulic application the two-level inverter is a part of the hardware, but
for the simulations a block that represents the inverter was constructed. This block
takes the six transistor signals s1−6 and the DC-link voltage Umax as inputs. It first
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Figure 3.7 A typical view of the three ON-state signals and the carrier wave used
to modulate them.
Figure 3.8 Modulation of ON-state signal for phase A. The modulation produces
the gate signal for phase A by comparing the ON-state signal with the carrier wave.
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uses the transistor signals in order to determine if the upper or lower transistor phase
leg should be turned ON. It does so by determining the so called switching states
a1, a0, b1, b0, c1 and c0, where the letter a, b or c corresponds to each phase leg.
The subscripts 1 and 0 tells if the upper or lower transistor should be conducting.
For example, if a1 = 1 then the upper transistor is conducting and a0 must be equal
to zero, [Tolunay, 2012].
Including the two zero-vectors U000 and U111, there are eight possible voltage
vectors that a two-level inverter can produce. The inverter model simply lets the
previously calculated switching states determine which voltage vector should be
active. For instance, a1 = 1, b0 = 1 and c0 = 1 means that the inverter should pro-
duce the vector with the notation U100 (upper transistor on the first phase leg, and
lower transistors on the other phase legs turned ON).
The final part of the "2-level inverter"-block is to create the voltage outputs va,
vb and vc. This is done by mapping the vector notation to a magnitude and angle, and
then converting from polar coordinates to the three phase voltages in a/b/c-frame.
The corresponding angles of the vector notations can be seen in Figure 3.5, and the
magnitude is Umax (or 0 if one of the zero-vectors U000 or U111 is active).
3.4 Testing the Inner Loop
With the current controllers, modulation and inverter finished the complete inner
loop of the FOC controller is finished. As one may have noticed, the "Stopper"-
block in Figure 3.1 is not discussed yet. The reason for this is that it uses the speed
and speed reference which makes it more of a part of the outer loop of the controller.
Also, the function of the block in nonexistent for the inner loop. The "Stopper"-
block will therefore be discussed later together with the outer loop.
To the inner loop there are two references to set; the current in the d-axis and
the current in the q-axis. Since mainly the q-axis current is responsible for torque
production, this is the reference to be changed when the produced torque from the
BLDC should change. The d-axis current reference was set to zero but was later
used when the outer loop was constructed. This will be discussed when the speed
control is in focus.
A good thing to note is that the actual values of the current components are
obtained from the "Measure current"-block which takes the currents directly from
the output of the BLDC. In reality there is no output from the BLDC which gives
the phase currents so one might at first glance think that the value of the current later
is to be estimated just as the rotor angle and speed are to be due to the control being
sensorless. This is however not the case since in reality, the currents are measured
in some way, e.g. with Shunt resistors. The measuring of the currents are simulated
in the "Measure current"-block. This block takes the current values from two of the
phases and uses the fact that the sum of the three phase currents are zero to calculate
the third phase current. This is done in order to avoid measuring all three phase
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currents, which is unnecessary. So, the Simulink control model uses the currents
calculated by the BLDC model, while in reality they are measured from two of the
three-phase input ports to the BLDC.
In order to get good control of the BLDC the sample time was chosen to be fairly
fast. It has the value Ts = 0.0001s. This value was used throughout all simulations.
However, later when computational requirements were evaluated, this value was
changed during the evaluation.
When the inner loop was constructed, the pump model was not available, so it
was tested with an artificial torque load consisting of a constant value that gave a
load equal to the maximum load from the pump model. This made the control harder
than it was supposed to be since the pump model gave almost zero load torque at
standstill and successively increased the load to the maximum value when the motor
speed increased. No results are presented here since the loop seemed to work well,
and the inner loop results were of no great interest. All results are discussed later
and together in the same chapter.
3.5 Speed Control
The outer loop adds the block called "Speed controller with field weakening", which
in itself consists of a "Speed controller"-block and a "Field weakening"-block. The
"Speed controller"-block determines the current reference in d/q-frame i∗dq, and the
"Field weakening"-block takes those references and adjusts them according to the
field weakening principle described in the next section.
First though, the "Stopper"-block is explained. The "Stopper"-block is an effec-
tive way to quickly enter zero as reference values for the phase voltages when the
BLDC should stop running. The effect is however mostly noticeable when the con-
trol later is made sensorless, since the estimated speed will fluctuate somewhat and
may have problems with keeping the motor still with the fluctuating speed estima-
tion. The "Stopper"-block simply looks at the speed reference value and measured
speed value, and if the speed reference is below 50 RPM while the measured speed
is below 800 RPM, the "Stopper"-block sets the phase voltage references to zero.
This means that an assumption is made which says that if the motor wants to run at
50 RPM or lower, it might as well stand still. The value 800 RPM for the measured
speed was chosen since the hydraulic application produces zero pressure below 800
RPM.
Now, the speed controller can be explained. The speed controller is mostly a
regular PI-controller which takes the speed error as input and produces a torque ref-
erence T ∗ as output. However, the "Speed controller"-block also utilizes the MTPA
(Maximum Torque Per Ampere) control scheme in order to transform the torque
reference into current reference. The inside of the "Speed controller"-block can be
seen in Figure 3.9. In the figure, the block called "Current reference generator" cor-
responds to the MTPA scheme.
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Figure 3.9 The inside of the Speed controller constructed in Simulink.
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PI-Controller
The "Speed controller"-block takes the mechanical speed ωmech and speed reference
ω∗mech as inputs and creates the error in speed ω
error = ω∗mech−ωmech which en-
ters the PI-controller. The PI-controller has anti-windup implemented, but this anti-
windup differs somewhat from the ones used for the torque- and flux controllers in
the inner loop. In the inner loop the I-part of the controllers were simply shut off as
soon as the output was saturated. In the PI-controller for speed control however, the
controller checks if the desired torque reference differs from the torque that would
be produced by the current references from the MTPA scheme (which would mean
that the MTPA scheme has saturated its produced current reference), and if there is
a difference it is considered as a saturation error Tsat = T ∗−Tf romMTPA. The torque
that would be produced by the MTPA scheme Tf romMTPA is simply calculated from
Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.11). The saturation error is multiplied by a gain
Kspeedaw and is then subtracted from the input to the I-part of the PI-controller. The
equation for the PI-controller with P-gain Kspeed and time constant for the I-part
τspeed can be seen in Equation (3.12). Note that the controller works in discrete
time with Ts as sampling time, as does the whole model.
T ∗ = Kspeed
(
ωerror︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proportional
+
1
τspeed
Ts
z−1 (ω
error−Kspeedaw Tsat︸ ︷︷ ︸
Anti-windup
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Integral
)
(3.12)
Tuning the PI-Controller Parameters There are three parameters to tune in the
PI-controller. The first one is Kspeed which is the gain for the proportional part. To
tune it, the open speed loop of the FOC controller was approximated as Equation
(3.13), [Caˇpitan, 2009].
Gspeedol = K
speed︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proportional gain
· 1
Tspeeds+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Time delay of the speed loop
· 1
Js︸︷︷︸
BLDC Model
(3.13)
In Equation (3.13) the open loop transfer function is an approximation of the open
loop transfer function from mechanical speed reference ω∗mech to ωmech with the
load torque set to zero. The proportional gain of the speed controller is assumed
to produce a torque reference, which is the reason why the BLDC is approximated
by its moment of inertia and an integral. The time constant for the speed loop,
Tspeed will vary a lot later when the controller is to be made sensorless since it will
introduce different filters with different time constants on the measured speed. Since
the speed estimation would later be proven to be somewhat slow compared to the
reaction time of the BLDC, Tspeed was estimated to be fairly large. it was set to
Tspeed = 50 ·Ts = 0.005 s.
The value of Kspeed was obtained through the use of the optimal modulus cri-
terion, where the open loop transfer function is compared to a generic open loop
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transfer function with damping ξ on the form seen in Equation (3.14), [Caˇpitan,
2009].
G=
1
2ξ s(1+ξ s)
(3.14)
So by comparing Equation (3.13) and Equation (3.14), the calculations in Equation
(3.15) could be obtained, which results in an expression for Kspeed .
Kspeed · 1
J
=
1
2Tspeed
=⇒ Kspeed = J
2Tspeed
(3.15)
Since the moment of inertia of the BLDC was J = 2.5 ·10−5Nm2 and Tspeed = 0.005
s, Kspeed was set to Kspeed = 0.0025.
The second parameter to tune was the time constant of the integral part of the
PI-controller, τspeed . Since one of the most important functions of the integral part is
to remove stationary errors, the speed loop of the FOC controller was studied once
again, however this time the load torque was assumed to be the input. The output
was of course still mechanical speed since the PI-controller controls speed. With
this input and output, the closed speed loop transfer function can be approximated
as in Equation (3.16), [Caˇpitan, 2009].
ωmech(s)
Tload(s)
=
−1
Js
1+ −1Js ·Kspeed 1+τ
speeds
τspeeds
1
Tspeeds+1
(3.16)
If the expression for Kspeed in Equation (3.15) is considered, then Equation (3.16)
can be rewritten as in Equation (3.17), [Caˇpitan, 2009].
ωmech(s)
Tload(s)
=
−τspeed
J ·Tspeeds · (Tspeeds+1)
2T 2speedτspeeds3+2speedτspeeds2+ τspeeds+1
(3.17)
Now, it is possible to use the symmetric optimum method to obtain the expression
and value for τspeed as in Equation (3.18), [Caˇpitan, 2009].
τspeed2−4τspeedTspeed = 0 =⇒ τspeed = 4Tspeed = 0.02 (3.18)
The final value to tune in the PI-controller is the anti-windup gain Kspeedaw . As a
contrast to the two previous parameters, this one was not derived from theory and
calculations. It was simply tuned after running several step responses and observing
how much anti-windup effect was needed. The parameter was in the end set to
Kspeedaw = 500.
MTPA Control Scheme
With the PI-controller tuned, one may look at the "Current reference generator"-
block which applies the MTPA scheme to generate the current references to the
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inner loop. The goal of the MTPA scheme implemented in this thesis is to determine
the optimal current reference components (i.e. the currents which gives the most
torque per ampere) in the d/q-frame for each requested torque reference. This is
achieved by the using the fact that it is not only the q-axis current that produces
torque, but also the current in d-axis. The torque that is produced by the d-axis
current is the so called reluctance torque.
The derivation of the MTPA scheme starts by looking at the equation for me-
chanical torque produced by the BLDC which is derived from Equation (2.10) and
Equation (2.11). The result is seen in Equation (3.19).
Tmech =
3
2
p
2
(Ψmisq+(Lmd−Lmq)isd isq) (3.19)
It is also important to understand that the current limitation (set by the maximum
allowed current on the inverter bridge) can be written as Equation (3.20).
I2max = i
2
sd+ i
2
sq (3.20)
The maximum allowed bridge current for the hydraulic application was 14.5 A.
In order to find the smallest current components which gives the largest torque,
Equation (3.19) and Equation (3.20) is combined so that Equation (3.21) is obtained.
Tmech =
3
2
p
2
(Ψm
√
I2max− i2sd+(Lmd−Lmq)isd
√
I2max− i2sd) (3.21)
Equation (3.21) is then derived with respect to isd into Equation (3.22) so that the
smallest isd can be found, [Caˇpitan, 2009].
dTmech
disd
=
3
2
p
2
· −isdΨm+(Lmd−Lmq)(Imax−2i
2
sd)√
I2max− i2sd
(3.22)
The derived torque is then set to zero, which leads to Equation (3.23).
0 = 2i2sd+
Ψm
Lmd−Lmq isd− I
2
max (3.23)
From Equation (3.23), the smallest isd that satisfies the torque equations can be
found, see Equation (3.24), [Caˇpitan, 2009].
isd =
−Ψm+
√
Ψ2m+8(Lmd−Lmq)2I2max
4(Lmd−Lmq) (3.24)
With a finished expression for isd , isq can be written as Equation (3.25).
isq =
√
I2max− i2sd (3.25)
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Figure 3.10 The MTPA curve in the d/q-current plane and its relation to the maxi-
mum current Imax.
Now, Equation (3.24), Equation (3.25) and Equation (3.19) can all be used to pro-
duce the MTPA current references with relations on the form i∗sd = f (T
∗
mech) and
i∗sd = f (T
∗
mech). These relations are simply realized by lookup tables in Simulink
which takes the torque reference as input and gives the current components in the
d/q-frame as outputs. The values of the lookup tables were iterated for all possi-
ble torque values until the current magnitude reached the largest allowable value of
Imax. The iterations were performed by the Matlab script in Appendix A, [Caˇpitan,
2009].
Together, the two lookup tables produces what is known as the MTPA curve,
which directly tells what values the current components in the d- and q-axes should
have as the desired torque increase. In Figure 3.10, the MTPA curve together with
the current limitation can be seen. The whole concept of the presented speed con-
troller with MTPA scheme depends on parameters of the BLDC. Some of these
parameters (especially the inductances) vary depending on temperature and cur-
rent orientation etc. which will affect the performance of the controller and MTPA
scheme. This problem could have been solved by e.g. having several lookup tables
depending on temperature and maybe also other factors. However, these kind of
variations were not in focus in this thesis and can be considered as possible future
work.
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3.6 Field Weakening
Theory Behind Field Weakening
The purpose of field weakening is to control the stator currents in a way so that the
stator voltage is limited and if possible, do so without reducing the torque, [Alaküla
and Karlsson, 2014].
As described in Chapter 2, the back-EMF of the BLDC will increase as the speed
increases, and there will come a point at where the back-EMF voltage is as large as
the input voltage to the BLDC. This means that after this point, the speed will not
be able to increase any more. Since the requirements on the hydraulic application
demanded high speeds, field weakening was required.
Field weakening makes it possible to run the BLDC at speeds higher than the
point where the back-EMF usually gets as large as the input voltage. It does so by
letting a part of the stator current (the d-axis component) produce a magnetic field in
the stator windings such that the produced magnetic field opposes the magnetic field
from the permanent magnets on the rotor. This in turn will reduce the back-EMF,
which will let the BLDC reach higher speeds than before.
The d-axis current component that is to be changed is given an even more neg-
ative value than the MTPA curve does when field weakening is active. In vectorial
terms, this means that the stator current is advanced forward by a small angle. That
is the reason for why field weakening is also sometimes called phase advancing.
Field Weakening in Simulink
The "Field weakening"-block takes three input signals; the current references from
the speed controller i∗dq, the speed reference ω
∗
mech and the actual mechanical speed
of the BLDC ωmech. The purpose of the "Field weakening"-block is to change
the current references according to the field weakening principle when extra high
speeds are needed.
Field weakening is best achieved by letting the d-axis current reference travel to
the left in the current plane (getting a larger negative value) as the speed increase.
This is accomplished by building up a gain value KFWid that is added to the d-axis
current. The resulting new d-axis current reference can be expressed as Equation
(3.26).
i∗d,new = i
∗
d(1+K
FW
id ) (3.26)
The value of KFWid is obtained by looking at the speed of the BLDC, and it starts
building up at the speed where the field weakening is started ωFieldWeakeningStart1mech .
The expression for KFWid can be seen in Equation (3.27), where it is clear that the
value is increasing linearly to the motor speed.
KFWid = 0.02 ·
(|ωmech|−ωFieldWeakeningStart1mech ) (3.27)
The numerical value 0.02 in Equation (3.27) was tuned by running the BLDC model
at maximum speed for some time and observing at about what rate the back-EMF
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needed to be decreased, and at the same time not letting the field weakening request
too large current references.
It is desirable to keep the output torque of the motor as long as possible while its
running at speeds in the field weakening range. Therefore, the "Field weakening"-
block uses the input current references and calculates what torque they would pro-
duce so that the field weakening algorithm can try to keep it. The torque that would
be produced is calculated in the same way as Tf romMTPA in the speed controller, i.e.
from Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.11).
With a new d-axis current reference i∗d,new and the torque from the speed con-
troller T ∗ available, it is possible to use these values and calculate what value the
new q-axis current reference i∗q,new should have if the torque is to be kept with the
new d-axis current reference active. The expression for i∗q,new is obtained by rewrit-
ing the equation for mechanical torque of the BLDC, Equation (3.19). The result
is seen in Equation (3.28), where the torque is written as T ∗new. The reason for the
subscript new will be explained later.
i∗q,new =
4T ∗new
3p
· 1
Ψm+(Lmd−Lmq)i∗d,new
(3.28)
Now, new current references i∗d,new and i
∗
q,new are available which lets the BLDC
run at higher speeds. There is however one more physical problem to take care of.
Since the new current references lets the motor run at higher speeds by making the
current values (mostly the d-axis current) larger, the resulting inverter bridge current
will be too large at high speeds. This is solved by letting the requested torque T ∗
in Equation (3.28) be reduced a bit at the highest speeds. Therefore, similarly to
Equation (3.27), the torque is decreased to T ∗new at the highest speeds according to
Equation (3.29).
T ∗new = T
∗−0.004 · sat(|ωmech|−ωFieldWeakeningStart2mech ) (3.29)
in Equation (3.29) ωFieldWeakeningStart2mech is a value larger than ω
FieldWeakeningStart1
mech in
Equation (3.27), and it is the value where the need to decrease the torque begins.
The saturation function sat(·) is only implemented so that the reduction in torque
does not by accident turn to an increase in torque. It does so by letting all negative
values be saturated to 0. Just as when KFWid was tuned, the numerical value 0.004
in Equation (3.29) was tuned by running the BLDC at high speeds and setting the
value so that the field weakening did not produce too large current references at the
highest speeds.
The final part to explain about the "Field weakening"-block is the conditions
for it to run. There are three conditions that, if unfulfilled, can turn off the field
weakening algorithm at any time and instead let the current references from the
speed controller be the final current references.
The first condition is simply that the speed must be higher than the value of
ωFieldWeakeningStart1mech . The second condition is that the magnitude of the current vector
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from the field weakening algorithm must be low enough to satisfy the current limit
on the inverter bridge. The magnitude of the current vector is simply calculated as
Equation (3.30).
|i∗,FWs |=
√
(i∗d,new)2+(i∗q,new)2 (3.30)
The third and final condition that must be fulfilled is that the motor must be running
in the right direction. For example, if the motor is running at high speed in the field
weakening range and then suddenly the speed reference tells the motor to run at a
high speed in the opposite direction, there will be a short time where field weakening
is active and the torque may be reduced when the motor tries to decelerate so that it
can start running at the new requested speed. The deceleration will be faster if the
torque is not limited by field weakening, and therefore, the third condition for field
weakening is that the actual speed and speed reference must have the same sign.
3.7 Testing the Cascaded FOC
With the speed controller and field weakening complete, the whole outer loop of
the FOC is also complete. This means that the outer and inner loop can be cascade
connected and the BLDC model can now be controlled with FOC.
A Simulink model of the hydraulic pump was provided by BW TTS which was
used to test the BLDC and the control method. The pump model was important
in order to be able to give the right load torque on the BLDC model, which was
dependent on the motor speed.
Before moving on to the next step which is to make the controller sensorless,
the inverter bridge current was studied (by looking at the RMS value of the phase
currents). This current could not be larger than 14.5A in the real control unit. At the
first simulations the currents were too large, and the problem seemed to be that the
speed controller ordered to much torque and at the same time the field weakening
ordered the d-axis current to far to the left in the d/q-current plane. This was solved
by tuning the maximum current allowed to be requested by the MTPA scheme in the
speed controller, and also making the field weakening less aggressive (the values of
the maximum allowable current and field weakening parameters mentioned above
are the ones used after they were made less aggressive). The reduction of maximum
requestable torque made the controller and BLDC a little bit slower at reaching high
speed references, but yet fast enough for the specified requirements. And so finally,
a working non-sensorless FOC controlled BLDC was obtained which could handle
the required specifications. The results are presented later in Chapter 6.
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One has to keep in mind that in reality, the BLDC model is a physical motor, and
therefore the calculations and outputs from the BLDC model cannot be used by the
control unit (except for the motor current which in reality is assumed to be mea-
sured on the three-phase BLDC input). This is the reason why the control was made
sensorless after the FOC was working. Mainly two components from the BLDC
model had to be estimated in order for the FOC control to be sensorless; the elec-
trical rotor angle and the mechanical speed. Since both are related physically, two
separate estimation methods would not be required.
There are many ways of estimating the rotor angle and speed, and thus making
the control sensorless. Several known methods to make the FOC sensorless were
tested, but in the end the one that was used was a sliding mode observer. Mainly
two methods were tested before the sliding mode observer were settled on. The
first of the two methods estimated the magnetic flux in the BLDC with the help of
the fundamental equations of the BLDC that were presented in Chapter 2, and the
only inputs were the phase voltages and phase currents. The method simply then
assumed that the electrical angle could be obtained by using the tan−1-function of
the magnetic flux in α/β -frame. In theory this method would work, but since there
was no adaptive function involved, the method failed to produce any stable results.
The speed was then to be derived from the angle, but since the angle estimation
was unstable, so was the speed estimation. The other method that was tested also
used the magnetic flux, but instead of just using the tan−1-function, it looked for
zero-crossings on the fluxes in the a/b/c-frame. Each zero-crossing would represent
a certain angle, but it turned out that the FOC controller needed more continuous
angle estimation than just a few updates every rotation. Therefore, some interpola-
tion methods were tried on the angle estimations between the zero-crossings. How-
ever, the interpolation proved to be fairly difficult to implement in a good adaptive
way. Also, the speed estimation from the zero-crossing detection method proved to
be unreliable since the angle estimation only was very accurate a few times every
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rotation. The sliding mode observer on the other hand, proved to be much more
promising than the two other recently mentioned methods. In Figure 4.1 the com-
plete sensorless FOC model with the observer implemented can be seen.
4.1 Sliding Mode Observer
Using a SMO (Sliding Mode Observer) as a way to make the FOC controller sensor-
less can be well motivated by two facts. First, the FOC is a complex control method
that utilizes all three phases of the BLDC at all time instances, i.e. no phase is idle.
This means that methods such as back-EMF sensing that measures the back-EMF
on the currently idle phase is not feasible to implement on a FOC controller (the
back-EMF sensing method will instead be used later in the six-step commutation
controller since that controller always has one idle phase). The other fact is that
the FOC controller already measures the phase currents, which is required by the
SMO. It is possible to formulate of the estimation idea as the following question:
"It is known what the input voltages are, what angle does the rotor have to have in
order to produce the currents that were measured?". Or maybe one step further: "It
is known what the input voltages are, what must the back-EMF look like in order
to produce the currents that were measured?". From the back-EMF it is then pos-
sible to extract information about the angle. The speed estimation can in theory be
obtained by simply using the time derivative of the angle.
The Idea Behind the Sliding Mode Observer
The idea behind estimating a certain quantity with the SMO is to set up a slid-
ing mode equation from known equations containing that certain quantity. In the
sensorless FOC controller, the known equation will correspond to an equation of
the BLDC from Chapter 2, and the quantity that is to be estimated is the back-EMF
(which can be used to calculate the rotor angle). The sliding mode equation is forced
via sliding mode to produce the desired signal, in this case the back-EMF.
The general idea of the observer is to measure the phase voltages and phase
currents of the BLDC, and then use the measured phase voltages in the fundamental
equations of the BLDC. By doing this, it is supposedly possible to determine what
value and vectorial direction the back-EMF has to have in the equation in order to
produce the same currents as the measured ones.
The dynamics of the sliding mode is decided by the sliding mode equation which
contains a sliding set σ = 0. The sliding set can be seen as a trajectory that the
sliding mode equation tries to follow. For the observer in this thesis, the trajectory
the observer tries to follow is a trajectory where there is no difference between the
measured currents and the currents in the sliding mode equation, meaning that the
back-EMF in the sliding mode equation has to have the same value and vectorial
direction as the BLDC model. Since the trajectory is defined by σ = 0, the sliding
mode equation can be split into two cases (one for each side of the trajectory). Being
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Figure 4.1 The complete sensorless FOC controller constructed in Simulink.
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on one side of the trajectory means that the currents from the sliding mode equation
are too large, while being on the other side of the trajectory means that the currents
are too small instead. The SMO can be said to use the estimated back-EMF as an
input signal to the equation that adjusts its values in an adaptive way depending on
which side of the trajectory the sliding mode equation resides.
Having a sliding mode equation (the BLDC equations from Chapter 2) that de-
scribes the dynamics of the BLDC in correct way and a control signal (the back-
EMF) means that the overview of the SMO is almost complete. There are however
some other criteria on that has to be clarified. The control must have a discontinuous
behavior (e.g. a sign-function) that will make sure that the states of the sliding mode
equation is forced towards the sliding set σ = 0 and guarantee the existence of the
sliding mode inside the set, [Chi, 2007].
Ideally the system should switch between two different control signals u+ and
u− (one on each side of the trajectory mentioned earlier) exactly when the state of
the sliding mode equation is on the sliding set, and the switching should be done
with an infinite frequency. In reality this is not possible since the system contains
various imperfections. This causes the state to oscillate with some hysteresis around
the sliding set σ = 0 and it is obvious that in reality, it is not possible to switch
with an infinite frequency due to a sampling time Ts > 0 etc. The non-ideal switch-
ing causes the system to get discontinuous behavior. The discontinuous behavior
causes the system to get a wide content of frequency components. To get rid of
the unwanted high-frequency component the system is filtered through a low pass
filter. The low pass filter cancels out the high-frequency component and makes the
low-frequency component determine the behavior of the sliding motion. This low-
frequency component should then correspond to the back-EMF.
When the previously mentioned criteria has been satisfied the sliding mode
equation can provide the back-EMF which can be use to calculate the angle of the
rotor. For a more detailed and theoretical explanation of the sliding mode observer,
see Appendix B. The next step in this chapter is to focus on how the SMO for rotor
angle was derived on a more mathematical level.
Sliding Mode Observer for Estimation of the Angular Position of
the BLDC Rotor
The sliding mode observer (SMO) used in the Simulink model is based on the
BLDC model which was derived in Chapter 2. The motor model (acting as slid-
ing mode equation) can be expressed in α/β -frame as in Equation (4.1), where the
stator inductance Ls was approximated as Ls =
Lsd+Lsq
2 since only the inductances
in the d- and q-axes were given.
d~iαβs
dt
=−Rs
Ls
~iαβs +
1
Ls
(~vαβ∗s −~eαβs ) (4.1)
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If a SMO is designed to fit this equation it is possible to make the estimations
equal to the actual values of the estimated variables. This can be achieved by sliding
along the set σ = ~ˆis−~is = 0, where ~ˆis is the estimated current vector. The current
estimation is given by expanding the back-EMF expression in Equation (4.1) as in
Equation (4.2).
d~ˆiαβs
dt
=−Rs
Ls
~ˆiαβs +
1
Ls
(~vαβ∗s + l ·~Zeq+~Z) (4.2)
In Equation (4.2) ~Z and ~Zeq are defined as in Equation (4.3), and l is a parameter
that is discussed later. The k introduced in Equation (4.3) is the so called switching
gain.
~Z =−k · sign(~ˆis−~is︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ
) =
[
−k · sign(~ˆiαs −~iαs )
−k · sign(~ˆiβs −~iβs )
]
~Zeq =~Z
ωc
s+ωc
(4.3)
From Equation (4.3) it is clear that the equivalent control signal ~Zeq is just ~Z filtered
through a low pass filter with the cutoff frequency ωc.
By subtracting the motor equation Equation (4.1) from Equation (4.2) the
derivative of the dynamic sliding mode equation σ = ~ˆis−~is is obtained. The deriva-
tive of the dynamic sliding mode equation is shown in Equation (4.4).
σ˙ =−Rs
Ls
σ +
1
Ls
(~eαβs + l ·~Zeq+~Z) (4.4)
If the sliding set fulfills the constraint Equation (4.5), then sliding mode occurs. The
constraint can be held by selecting the switching gain k of ~Z large enough.
σ˙ ·σ < 0 (4.5)
In Equation (4.2) and Equation (4.4) l is a parameter with a value greater than−1. l
has an upper constraint that guarantees the sliding mode to be negative definite and
therefore stable, see Equation (4.6), [Chi, 2007].
k(1+ l)>|~eαβ |max (4.6)
For the sliding mode to occur the constraint Equation (4.6) must hold, this means
that k(1+ l) must be larger than the maximum peak of the back-EMF.
If sliding mode occurs in Equation (4.4), which is guaranteed if the constants
are chosen properly, then the back-EMF can be calculated as in Equation (4.7).
~eαβs =
[
esα
esβ
]
=−(1+ l)~Zeq (4.7)
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From the back-EMF in Equation (4.7) the estimated rotor angular position θˆel is
obtained as in Equation (4.8).
θˆel =− tan−1
(
esα
esβ
)
(4.8)
While realizing the SMO-based sensorless control of BLDC there will be some
difficulties. One problem that occurs is that for low speeds, the back-EMF is too
small to be estimated accurately. This problem is very hard to deal with, but by
implementing a starting ramp-function as estimation for the angle at low speeds,
the motor can be accelerated from standstill and put into motion, and when the
motor has gained some speed the sliding mode estimation will take over from the
ramp-function.
Another problem with the SMO is that it uses a sign-function. The sign-function
may not work properly when the system is discretized for software implementation.
The reason for this is that with a limited switching frequency, the observer will never
enter sliding mode, i.e. the sign-function equals zero. Trying to reach sliding mode
behavior with a limited switching frequency can then lead to chattering problems,
[Chi, 2007; Utkin, 2006]. To go around this problem the sign-function can be esti-
mated with a small saturation. To compensate for the difference between the gains
of the saturation and the sign-function the observer gain k has to be increased.
Implementing the Sliding Mode Observer in Simulink
The inside of the "Observer"-block, which contains the SMO can be seen in Figure
4.2. The inputs to the sliding mode observer are the mechanical speed reference
ω∗mech, the fed back estimated mechanical speed ωˆmech, the phase voltage references
v∗abc and the measured phase currents iabc. The voltages and the currents are trans-
formed using the Clarke transformation into the α/β -frame.
The "Sliding mode"-block is the one that estimates the rotor angle. As inputs,
it takes the voltages and currents in α/β -frame, the speed reference ω∗mech in RPM
and estimated mechanical speed ωˆmech in RPM.
In the "Sliding mode"-block, the equations in Equation (4.2) and Equation (4.3)
are implemented, where the low pass filter in the expression for ~Zeq is built as a
separate "Filter selector"-block which will be discussed below. Since the Simulink
model works in discrete time, the SMO has to implemented using discrete time
operators. This means that the sign-function is realized as a saturation as discussed
in the theoretic background above.
To make the observer more accurate over a larger speed range a subsystem called
Filter selector is implemented. The "Filter selector"-block uses the estimated me-
chanical speed and the speed reference to decide which filter to use when ~Zeq is to
be obtained. When the motor speed increases the speed reference and speed itself
changes the time constant that is to be used in the filter according to a lookup-table
and other logic. The filter itself is then an ordinary first order low pass filter. This
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Figure 4.2 The inside of the "Observer"-block constructed in Simulink.
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adaptive filtering will make the observer adapt better to changes in speed of the
motor.
With ~Zeq available, the back-EMF can be obtained using Equation (4.7) where
the value of l has to be determined. It was chosen to be l = −0.8 since that value
worked good in the estimations.
The last step in the "Sliding mode"-block is to calculate the estimated electri-
cal rotor angle. This can be done using Equation (4.8). However, since the tan−1-
function is periodic between ±pi2 and not between [0,2pi], the tan−1-equation has
to be modified to fit the rest of the system. This is accomplished by the formula in
Equation (4.9).
θˆel =− tan−1
(
esα
esβ
)
+
|esβ |− esβ
|esβ |
· pi
2
+
pi
2
(4.9)
A good thing to note is that there is a tan−1-function in Equation (4.9), which may
use up an unnecessary amount of computational power since the tan−1-function in
Matlab probably consists of a lookup-table with a lot of values in it. Also, since this
function will be used in calculations at all times when sensorless FOC is running,
there might be a good idea to approximate the tan−1-function in some less compu-
tational heavy way. Therefore, the tan−1-function is substituted by a lookup-table
with a variable amount of values. It is of course good if the amount of values in
the lookup-table is as low as possible. By testing the estimation it was seen that the
lookup-table could contain as few as 33 values and still be running as good as with
an ordinary tan−1-function.
And so, an estimation of the electrical rotor angle is obtained. This estimation
will be used to estimate the motor speed, but first, the problem of starting the estima-
tion has to be considered. As discussed in the theoretic section earlier this chapter,
there might be a problem for the SMO to start from standstill. To go around this
problem the "Observer"-block contains the blocks called "Starting ramp" and "Esti-
mation selector". The task of these blocks is to make sure the estimation are off to a
good start. This is done by instead of letting the SMO start right away when the sim-
ulations are initiated, a ramp-function that is built up in the "Starting ramp"-block
is used to estimate the angle. The "Estimator selector"-block lets the ramp-function
act as angle estimation when the simulation starts, and after a fixed time, when the
rotor has gained some speed the Estimation selector lets the SMO decide the esti-
mated angle. The time interval that the ramp-function is active was tuned to a value
so that the sliding mode estimation would have a chance to become more accu-
rate due to increased speed, which also means increased back-EMF amplitude. The
ramp-function from the "Starting ramp"-block depends on the speed reference since
the magnitude of the speed reference dictates how fast the angle changes when the
motor starts running. A lookup-table together with some logic operators determine
the amplitude of the ramp-function. The values of the lookup-table were tuned by
running the BLDC with difference initial speed references and looking at how the
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electrical angle behaved.
Speed Calculator
With a good electrical rotor estimation that works at high speed and can start from
standstill at hand, the speed also needs to be estimated. The mechanical speed esti-
mation is done in the "Speed calculator"-block, which uses the estimated angle as
input.
The easiest and simplest way to calculate the estimated speed from the esti-
mated angle is just to take the derivative of the angle. This is however not as easy as
one might think, since the angle is calculated using an tan−1-function. This causes
the estimated angle to have a discontinuous behavior. The estimated angle func-
tion, Equation (4.9), has the shape of an sawtooth-wave with the amplitude of 2pi .
The derivative of this function can not be calculated in every point because of the
discontinuous step from 2pi to 0 (or from 0 to 2pi if the motor is running backwards).
To get around this problem the "Speed calculator"-block checks if the estimated
angle has taken a discontinuous step by comparing a previous value (delayed by
one sample time) of the estimated angle with the most recent one. If there is a big
difference (larger than 3 rad/s) between the previous value and the new value the
"Speed calculator"-block knows that the angle estimation has made a discontinuous
step and can compensate for it by adding (or subtracting if the speed is negative) 2pi
to the most recent value of the estimated angle used in the speed calculation. The
speed is simply calculated by subtracting the delayed angle estimation value from
the most recent one and dividing the result with the time delay. In order to have a
fast responding speed estimation it is important that the time between the calculated
speed estimations are small, which is why the delay between the estimated angle
values was chosen to be only one sample time.
Since the Simulink model uses discrete operations the estimated angle will be
a discrete function. When taking the derivative of a discrete function a lot of noise
might appear since discrete functions usually has a lot of small discontinuities. To
get rid of the unwanted noise the estimated speed is filtered through a first order low
pass filter with varying time constant. Just as the "Filter selector"-block that filtered
the estimated angle, the time constant on the speed filter comes from a lookup-table
and some logic that depends on the fed back estimated speed.
When the motor has a speed very close to zero there might occur some low
frequency disturbances in the angle estimation. These disturbances are hard to get
rid of since they can not be filtered without ruining the dynamics of the estimation.
These errors in the angle estimation might cause some very large spikes in the speed
estimation. It is a high risk that the speed estimation might loose the track of the
real speed when a spike occurs. To guarantee that the speed estimation finds its way
back, a reset function in the form of the "Reseter"-block has been implemented. The
reset function checks if the estimated speed is reasonable, which in this case is if
the speed is lower than 6000 RPM, and if it is not, the function resets the speed
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estimation algorithm. The reset function works by making the "Speed calculator"-
block an enabled block, which means that it only works when the "Reseter"-block
produces a positive signal on a certain input on the "Speed calculator"-block. As
soon as the enable input on the block turns to zero, the whole "Speed calculator"-
block starts its calculations all over from the beginning without respect to any old
values.
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This chapter marks a new part of the thesis. It leaves the FOC control behind and fo-
cuses on six-step commutation and how it was implemented in Simulink. The hope
was that the six-step commutation would be a simpler method than the FOC, and
would require less computational power if the FOC would prove to be too costly in
its calculations. Firstly, a short segment presents the principle and main idea behind
six-step commutation, and thereafter the Simulink implementation is presented step
by step. Just as with the FOC controller, the six-step commutation was first made
as a non-sensorless controller at first so as to make the implementation easier. How
the six-step commutation controller was made sensorless is described later in this
chapter. The reason why the complete implementation of sensorless six-step com-
mutation is presented in just one chapter instead of two is that it is simpler in nature
than the FOC controller.
5.1 Overview of the Six-Step Commutation Controller
The finished Simulink implementation of the sensorless six-step commutation con-
troller can be seen in Figure 5.1.
The idea behind six-step commutation is a lot simpler than the idea behind FOC
since six-step commutation is one of the most simple ways to control a BLDC.
While the FOC allows all three phase legs of the inverter bridge to operate in order
to give whatever voltage vector that is desired by the controller, the six-step com-
mutation only activates two of the phase legs at each time instant. One leg lets the
current flow in to the BLDC through one of the phase windings, and the other phase
leg lets it out via another phase winding. This means that, if one looks at the a/b/c-
frame, there are only a total of six available voltage vectors that can be produced;
Uac,Ubc,Uba,Uca,Ucb and Uab. The first index indicates the phase leg that turns ON
its upper gate transistor (i.e. the phase where the current enters the BLDC) and the
second index indicates the phase leg that turns ON its lower phase leg (i.e. the phase
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Figure 5.1 The complete sensorless six-step commutation controller constructed
in Simulink.
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Figure 5.2 The input voltage vectors that are possible to produce with six-step
commutation.
where the current leaves the BLDC). For example, Uac means that the current enter
phase A and leaves through phase C. It is also possible to produce zero vectors that
lets no current flow through the BLDC by turning all upper or all lower gate tran-
sistors on the phase legs ON, which will mean that there will be no difference in
electric potential between the phases. One can observe the placement of the voltage
vectors in Figure 5.2.
The reason why the method is called six-step commutation is that the control
operation consists of six steps (each step representing the use of one of the six
vectors in Figure 5.2 as input to the BLDC) and switching between the voltage
vectors is called to commutate the machine. There are a few ways of determining
how to commutate the machine, where the simplest and most common one would
be to look at the electrical angle of the rotor (either by measuring or by estimating
the angle), and activate the most optimal input voltage vector that lies ahead of the
rotor angle.
This can be achieved by dividing one electrical revolution in the d/q-frame into
six segments sd/q1−6 just like the mechanical angle in α/β -frame is in Figure 5.2 and
determining in which of these segments the rotor angle currently resides in. Then,
by mapping each electrical angle segment to each of the input voltage vectors in
5.2 in a certain way, the most optimal input voltage vector can be activated. The
mapping of electrical angle segment to input voltage vector is made so that the
activated input voltage vector lies as close as possible to 90 electrical degrees ahead
(counter-clockwise or clockwise depending on rotational direction) of a magnetic
flux vector (coming from the permanent magnets on the rotor). If p is the number of
poles of the BLDC, then there are a total of p2 magnetic flux vectors of which one is
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the closest to 90 electrical degrees away from any possible input voltage vector. This
will of course only make the angle difference exactly 90◦ at short time instances,
but by following these commutation rules the angle will be as close to 90◦ ahead as
possible with six-step commutation.
A thing to note is that the SVPWM that was used in the FOC control method
cannot be used for six-step commutation. This is because the SVPWM uses the fact
that any current vector in the a/b/c-frame within the current- and voltage limitations
of the BLDC can be turned on, which is not the case in six-step commutation.
Unlike the FOC controller, the six-step commutation controller contains only
one control loop which controls the speed. The speed controller generates a duty
cycle for the modulation of the input voltages. However, having a duty cycle is
not enough, and that is the reason why the six-step commutation principle is im-
plemented. The six-step commutation principle looks at the angle segment of the
BLDC and decides which of the phase legs to activate at each time instant. So one
may say that the duty cycle from the speed controller and the six-step commutation
principle works side-by-side to control the input to the modulation.
To get a better structure of the Simulink implementation it was implemented in
the following steps:
1. Implement six-step commutation using the real angle segment (i.e. non-
sensorless)
2. Implement modulation with variable duty cycle and an inverter model for the
BLDC input phases
3. Implement the speed controller that produces a duty cycle for the modulation
4. Forge together the non-sensorless six-step commutation controller and test it
5. Introduce the angle segment and speed estimation, i.e. make the controller
sensorless
6. Test the sensorless six-step commutation controller
5.2 Non-Sensorless Six-Step Commutation
The six-step commutation principle and modulation are both implemented in
the "Six-step commutation"-block. The inside of this block can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.3. In the block, it is the "Voltage vector generator"-block and "Generate
gate signals"-block that corresponds to the six-step commutation principle, while
the "Modulator"-block simply pulse-width modulates the signals. The "Startup
scheduler"-block and "Speed reference zero-crossing detection"-block are used in
order to make the BLDC start running, which can be a problem for six-step com-
mutation. It is especially a problem if the controller is sensorless. The problem with
starting the motor is revisited later in the implementation process.
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Figure 5.3 The inside of the "Six-step commutation"-block constructed in
Simulink. 69
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The "Voltage vector generator"-block has two inputs; the speed reference ω∗mech
and the angle segment. When the controller is non-sensorless the angle segment
input is changed to an input with the actual electrical angle of the BLDC θel . The
non-sensorless six-step commutation can then translate the angle into the segment
in which the rotor resides in by using Table 5.1, [Shivanarayana et al., 2013].
θel Segment in d/q-frame
0-60◦ 1
60-120◦ 2
120-180◦ 3
180-240◦ 4
240-300◦ 5
300-360◦ 6
Table 5.1 Mapping of electrical angle to angle segment.
With the angle segment at hand, the "Voltage vector generator"-block can de-
cide what voltage reference vector to produce, and as described above, the voltage
vector that lies two segments counter-clockwise ahead of the actual angle segment
is the optimal one for six-step commutation. However, it is also important that the
BLDC can run backwards, which would mean that it is the voltage vector that lies
two segments ahead in the clockwise direction that is to be produced. This is where
the speed reference is used. If the speed reference is positive, the voltage vector is
chosen to that the BLDC is commutated forward, and if it is negative the voltage
vector is chosen so that the BLDC is commutated backwards. The selection of volt-
age reference vector can be mapped to the actual angle segment as in Table 5.2.
Segment in d/q-frame Input voltage vector,
forward direction
Input voltage vector,
reverse direction
1 -1, 1, 0 0, -1, 1
2 -1, 0, 1 1, -1, 0
3 0, -1, 1 1, 0, -1
4 1, -1, 0 0, 1, -1
5 1, 0, -1 -1, 1, 0
6 0, 1, -1 -1, 0, 1
Table 5.2 Mapping of the segment to the voltage vectors in the forward and the
reverse direction.
With a voltage reference vector at hand it can be used to decide which of the
gates to open on the inverter bridge. This is what is done in the "Generate gate
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signals"-block, which takes the voltage vector reference as input and produces six
gate signals, one for each gate transistor on the inverter bridge. In the voltage ref-
erence vector consists of three values, and there is always one that is -1, one that
is 1 and one that is 0. This means that there always is one phase leg on which the
lower gate should be turned ON, one phase leg on which the upper gate should be
turned ON and finally one phase leg which is idle (both gates turned OFF). And so,
a six-step commutation principle is obtained in Simulink.
5.3 Modulation and Inverter
The modulation is done in the "Modulator"-block inside the "Six-step commutation"-
block, and it takes the gate signals and a duty cycle as input. The function of the
block is simply to pulse-width modulate the gate signals with a carrier wave that
is created inside the block. The duty cycle decides the amount of time that the
gate signals are active since it is the value of the duty cycle that is compared to
the triangle carrier wave. Therefore, the duty cycle affects the speed of the BLDC,
which will be used when the speed controller is implemented. By not modulating
the gate signals, there is also a risk that there will run too much current through the
BLDC.
By letting the duty cycle control the speed of the BLDC, the approach is a
Pulse-Width Modulation controlled (or PWM controlled) method. There are other
approaches than the PWM controlled method, and one of them was tested before the
PWM controlled method was decided upon. The one that was tested was the hys-
teresis controlled method. The hysteresis controlled method uses hysteresis bands
to control the currents in each phase, and the current references in the phases are
set by the six-step commutation pattern. However, the hysteresis controlled method
may give a very unpredictable switching pattern, which makes it harder to know
which of the phase legs is idle. Also, the time that each phase leg is idle may be
shorter with a hysteresis controlled method. This will prove to be a great problem
later when the controller is made sensorless since the voltage on the input phases
of the BLDC needs to be measured, but only at the phase that is currently idle.
Therefore, the hysteresis controlled method was abandoned in favor of the PWM
controlled method.
When the modulation is finished, the modulated gate signals go to the in-
verter bridge which consists of the "Inverter"-block outside of the "Six-step
commutation"-block. The block simply lets the voltage Umax2 enter a phase of the
BLDC if its upper gate transistor is turned ON, and −Umax2 if its lower gate transis-
tor is turned ON. All other input voltages are zero.
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5.4 Speed Control
The speed controller of the six-step commutation consists only of the "Speed
controller"-block. The speed controller is a PI-controller that produces a duty cycle
for the modulation. It takes the speed reference ω∗mech and actual speed ωmech (which
is taken directly from the BLDC model in the non-sensorless controller) as inputs
and creates the speed error from the difference between them. The parameters of the
speed controller were tuned by simply running the BLDC and observe the behavior.
It was seen that since the load torque from the pump model behaved differently in
the backward direction, there was need for different gains in the I-part of the con-
troller depending on what direction the BLDC was supposed to be running. The
controller simply uses one gain for the I-part if the speed reference is positive, and
another gain if the speed reference is negative.
The parameter values were set as followed: The gain of the P-part Kspeed was set
to Kspeed = 0.001, the gain of the I-part in the forward direction τ
f orward
speed was set to
τ f orwardspeed = 0.12 and finally the gain of the I-part in the backward direction τ
backward
speed
was set to τbackwardspeed = 0.15.
The output of the speed controller is saturated between 0 and 1 so as not to
produce impossible duty cycles. The final thing that had to be considered was the
fact that the sign of the speed error affects the sign of the speed controller output.
Therefore, if the speed of the BLDC was negative, the saturation was implemented
as a saturation between -1 and 0, followed by an absolute value-function.
5.5 Testing the Non-sensorless Six-Step Commutation
Controller
By using the duty cycle produced by the speed controller as input to the modula-
tion, the non-sensorless six-step commutation controller was complete and could
be tested. It was simply tested by running a few step responses. Since the BLDC
could be run at the required speeds with a short response time, the results looked
promising. This was no great surprise since the non-sensorless controller does not
suffer from errors in angle segment estimation or speed estimation. It also has no
problems to start from standstill since it gets information about the angle segment
as soon as the BLDC starts to run.
So, with a working non-sensorless six-step commutation controller at hand, it
was time to make the controller sensorless.
5.6 Sensorless Six-Step Commutation
Just as the FOC, the six-step commutation method needs to be sensorless for the
application in mind, and just as for the other control technique it is the angular
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position of the rotor and the speed that needs to be estimated. However, the exact
angle is of no interest, only the angle segment. This means that small errors in the
angle estimation is more acceptable here than in the FOC controller.
Since the six-step commutation does not create voltage references v∗a, v∗b and
v∗c as the FOC does, the previously used sliding mode observer in the FOC con-
troller will not be a feasible way to estimate the angle and speed for the six-step
commutation. Also, the sliding mode observer can be seen as a bit demanding on
computational power, and the hope was that the six-step commutation would be less
demanding in this aspect.
Luckily, there is an easier way to estimate the electrical angle of the BLDC while
using six-step commutation. By using the fact that only two phase legs are active at
the same time on the inverter bridge at any given moment, it is possible to sense the
back-EMF waveform of the phase that is currently not leading any current, [Nolan,
2013]. This is made clearer by looking at the BLDC as a three-phase RLE-load just
as in Figure 2.6. One can see that if the current comes in to the BLDC through
e.g. phase A and leaves through phase B, then a voltage measurement at the output
of phase C would only show the back-EMF of that phase. It is then possible to
use the fact that the back-EMF waveforms depend on the electrical angle of the
BLDC. Even if the waveforms are either sinusoidal or trapezoidal, they do cross
zero two times each electrical revolution. Each of these zero crossings corresponds
to a certain electrical rotor angle, and if one now keeps in mind that it is possible
to measure the back-EMF of all three phases if the measurements only are made
when the corresponding phase leg does not conduct any current, one can see that it
is possible to get an update of the electrical angle six times every revolution (one
for each zero-crossing on all three back-EMF waveforms). Also, from the update
in angle segments it is possible to estimate the speed of the BLDC. If the BLDC is
running in the forward direction, then the back-EMF zero-crossings can be mapped
as in Table 5.3.
Back-EMF Phase A Phase B Phase C
Rising or falling zero-crossing ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗
Segment 6 3 2 5 4 1
Table 5.3 Mapping of back-EMF zero-crossings to segment
One way to estimate the electrical angle by the measured back-EMF is by in-
tegrating the phase voltages (which corresponds to back-EMF if the measurements
are made at the correct times) when a zero-crossing occurs. This concept was devel-
oped by Texas Instruments, [Warriner, 2011]. By starting to integrate the back-EMF
when a zero-crossing occurs an increasing or decreasing function is obtained, de-
pending on if the zero-crossing was from a positive to a negative value or vice versa.
When this function reaches a certain value ±C the output of the function is set to
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zero. By picking a appropriate value on C the function can work as a indicator on
when to commutate the machine. The angle segment, and therefore the commuta-
tion, updates when the function goes back to zero i.e. the function has reached the
value ±C. An example of the integrated pulses can be see in Figure 5.4.
The described method works because the back-EMF waveforms are periodic
with the same period time as the time of one electrical revolution of the rotor. This
means that the three phase back-EMF waveforms crosses zero six times per electri-
cal revolution. By using the fact that the back-EMF is symmetrical and crosses zero
six times, the zero-crossings can be used to determine when the rotor enters and
leaves an electrical segment. Unfortunately, the zero-crossings do not occur exactly
when the electrical angle enters a new electrical angle segment, but around 30 elec-
trical degrees in advance. This is however taken care of by the integration spikes
that delays the commutation for a short amount of time. This can be seen in Figure
2.5 where the integration spikes return to zero shortly after the zero-crossings.
This is a good approach since the integration of phase to neutral back-EMF is
independent of the speed of the BLDC. So the integration spikes will always reach
the value C when it is time to commutate, even though the speed of the BLDC
may vary. The integration of the back-EMF is independent of the speed since the
area under the back-EMF waveform will be close to constant for all speeds. If the
BLDC is running at high speeds, the amplitude of the phase to neutral back-EMF
waveform will be greater, but the period will be shorter. In similar fashion, during
low speeds the waveforms will have lower amplitude but will have a longer period
time which will keep the area under the waveform close to constant. This means
that the integration spikes will reach the valueC at the same quota of the back-EMF
period time at all speeds of the BLDC.
Angle Segment Estimation for Six-Step Commutation in
Simulink
In the Simulink model, it is the "Angle segment and speed estimation"-block that
estimates the angle segment and speed of the BLDC. The inside of the block can be
seen in Figure 5.5.
The inputs to the "Angle segment and speed estimation"-block are the measured
back-EMF, the speed reference ω∗mech and a signal called align finished. The origin
of the align finished-signal will be explained later, but it is already good to know
that the signal has the value 1 if the BLDC is ready to start running and 0 elsewise.
The function of the align finished-signal in the estimation is only to stop the speed
estimation when the BLDC should stand still.
The back-EMFs are divided into pairs, one pair for each phase. The pairs con-
sists of one back-EMF measurement for rising zero-crossings and one for falling
zero-crossings. The division into pairs is made so that it will be possible to deter-
mine if a zero-crossing was rising or falling through zero. Each of the resulting six
back-EMF measurements enter the six blocks to the left in Figure 5.5 which inte-
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Figure 5.4 Trapezoidal phase to neutral back-EMF and its corresponding integra-
tion spikes. Note that the spikes are enlarged in amplitude so that they are easier to
observe.
grates the measurements and compares them to the integration limit C in order to
produce the integration pulses seen in Figure 5.4. These blocks are only allowed to
run if the back-EMF in its corresponding phase has the right sign.
The integration pulses are then translated into different segments. This is pos-
sible to do since the order in which the three-phase back-EMFs crosses zero is
known, i.e. each angle segment is enclosed by a rising integration pulse in a certain
phase and a falling integration pulse in another certain phase. Therefore, the next
six blocks are implemented. Each of these blocks corresponds to a certain segment,
and they take the rising and the falling integration pulses of the phases that encloses
its specific angle segment as inputs. The blocks also uses the speed reference to de-
termine if it should listen after the rising integration pulse or the falling one, which
corresponds to the BLDC running backwards or forward. These six last blocks then
finally produces an estimation of the angle segment which updates every time a
back-EMF zero-crossing occurs.
Speed Estimation for Six-Step Commutation in Simulink
The speed estimation is (of course) made in the "Speed-estimator"-block and it
uses the updates in the angle segment estimation to estimate the speed. All six seg-
ment updates, together with the speed reference and align finished-signal enters the
"Speed estimation"-block as inputs. As mentioned before, the align finished-signal
is only used to turn off the speed estimation when the BLDC is not ready to run.
It is known that there are six segments in one electrical rotation, which means
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Figure 5.5 The inside of the "Angle segment and speed estimation"-block con-
structed in Simulink.76
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that as soon as a new update in angle segment arrives, the BLDC will have rotated
pi
3 radians since the last angle segment update. So by measuring the time between
the angle segment updates, the "Speed estimation"-block can estimate the electrical
speed as in Equation (5.1), where ∆t is the time interval between angle segment up-
dates, and then simply use the number of pole pairs to transform it into mechanical
speed.
ωel =
pi/3
∆t
(5.1)
This kind of speed estimation only gives the magnitude of the speed, but not the
direction. This is solved by giving the speed estimation the same sign as the speed
reference. The speed and speed reference does of course not always have the same
sign, but overall this approximation works well since it is only for very short periods
of time that the actual speed and speed reference have different signs.
The speed estimation also needs filtering before it can be used. Therefore, an
adaptive filter similar to the one used in the speed estimation for the FOC is imple-
mented. It is a first-order low-pass filter with a time constant that depends on the
speed estimation itself. The time constants are obtained from a lookup-table and
were tuned by observing the speed estimation at different speeds.
And so finally, estimations of both angle segment and speed are obtained. There
is however one more problem to solve for this sensorless technique to work, which
has not been explained very much above. This problem, and its solution is described
in the next section.
Aligning and Startup Sequence
A general problem with all six-step commutation techniques that uses the back-
EMF to estimate the commutation pattern and the speed, is that at low speed
and standstill the motor does not generate any back-EMF. This is why a startup
method has to be implemented, which is done in the "Startup scheduler"-block
and "Speed reference zero-crossing"-block that can be found inside the "Six-step
commutation"-block. The idea behind the startup method is very straightforward
and it consists of two steps; the align sequence and the startup sequence. The goal
of the whole startup method is to build up speed so that the back-EMF will be
possible to measure, and the first thing that needs to be done is to give the rotor a
known angle since it may start with any unknown angle. This is what is done in
the align sequence, which simply aligns the rotor at a given angle; 30◦ in this case.
This is achieved by energizing two stator windings (by turning ON the gate transis-
tors on the upper half of phase leg A and lower half of phase leg C on the inverter
bridge). By energizing these stator windings an input voltage vector with a 30◦ an-
gle will enter the BLDC, and it will align itself in the same angle. The "Sequence
scheduler"-block activates the align sequence when the BLDC should be at stand-
still and lets it be active for a predetermined short amount of time. When the rotor
has a known angle, the scheduler is ready to activate the startup sequence as soon
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as the speed reference leaves zero. The startup sequence uses a predetermined and
time-based commutation pattern which rotates the rotor almost three revolutions be-
fore letting the regular back-EMF sensing six-step commutation control the BLDC.
The commutation times and the time that the startup sequence is running was tuned
by looking at how fast the BLDC could accelerate and by looking at when the back-
EMF got large enough to be measured. To avoid large too currents in the motor, the
gate signals produced by the align- and the startup sequence was modulated with
fixed duty cycles.
Both the align sequence and startup sequence needs to be run when the BLDC
should change direction since the BLDC will have to stop running for a short pe-
riod of time which will make the back-EMF to small to measure once again. That is
the reason for why the "Speed reference zero-crossing detection"-block was imple-
mented. The block checks if the speed reference ω∗mech has changed sign, and if it
has, it makes the "Sequence scheduler"-block start over again. The speed reference
is also used to determine in which direction the startup sequence should run. In or-
der to save time, the align sequence is allowed to start as soon as the BLDC should
stop running. It saves time since the startup sequence will be able to start as soon
as the speed reference leaves zero. The way this implementation works also means
that the align sequence will be used to brake the motor and quickly reach standstill
when the speed reference requests standstill.
The "Startup scheduler"-block also produces two signals called "align finished"
and and "startup finished", which simply has the value 1 if the corresponding se-
quence has finished its operation and has the value 0 otherwise. The align finished-
signal is only used to stop the speed estimation in the "Angle segment and speed
estimation"-block while the BLDC is aligning since there is no point in trying to
estimate the speed when the BLDC should stand still. The startup finished-signal is
used to activate the speed controller so that it only starts working when the startup
sequence is finished.
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Evaluation of Simulink
Results
With both a working FOC and six-step commutation controller at hand, the simu-
lation results needed to be evaluated. In this chapter the results are presented first,
followed by an evaluation of the results, and lastly a comparison of the control
methods based on the result evaluations.
6.1 Results
The results are divided in three categories; results when running non-sensorless
FOC, results from the sensorless FOC, and finally results from the sensorless six-
step commutation. The results that are of most interest are of course the sensorless
FOC and sensorless six-step commutation since the controllers should be sensor-
less. The results for the non-sensorless FOC controller are just presented for com-
parison.
The outline of this thesis concluded that it was the speed of the BLDC that
should be controlled. Therefore, some speed control tests were run for all the cat-
egories at first. Also, for the sensorless controllers, the estimation capacities of the
speed- and angle estimations were studied. However, BW TTS was also able to pro-
vide some pressure setpoints for the hydraulic pump. This meant that some results
where the hydraulic pressure was controlled could be obtained. This required that
an outer control loop was constructed that controls pressure and produces a speed
reference for the speed controller. For this purpose, a simple PI-controller were im-
plemented that controlled the pressure. The tuning of this PI-controller was done
by trial-and-error, and not much time was spent on it since the pressure controller
was outside of the scope of this thesis. Yet, the results from the pressure control
are presented since they may give some more insight on the possibilities to use the
speed control methods from this thesis in the hydraulic application.
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Figure 6.1 Step responses with the non-sensorless FOC controller.
Speed Control With Non-Sensorless FOC
For the non-sensorless FOC, the speed control was tested by running a few step
responses; First, from standstill to 3800 RPM, then down to 1000 RPM before going
back to standstill. After that there is a step response to 1000 RPM in the reverse
direction, and then yet another to 3800 RPM in the same direction. Finally, the
BLDC goes back to standstill. These step responses can be seen in Figure 6.1. As
seen in the figure, the non-sensorless FOC can control the speed fairly good, which
is expected since it does not suffer from having to estimate the speed and rotor angle
of the BLDC.
Controlling the Hydraulic Pressure with Non-Sensorless FOC
Before going into the sensorless FOC, the control performance of the pressure con-
troller is presented. It can be seen in Figure 6.2. As seen in the figure, the pressure
controller seems to be working fairly well considering that barely any focus was
spent on the pressure controller. If the pressure controller that is already in use in
the coupling were used instead, the results would probably have been even better.
Speed Control With Sensorless FOC
The previous result assumed that the controller did not have to be sensorless, which
is not the case in the hydraulic coupling. Therefore, the following results are of
more interest in order to be able to draw any conclusions about feasibility of imple-
menting a BLDC in the hydraulic application.
The speed control of the sensorless FOC was tested with the same step responses
as the non-sensorless FOC was. The result is seen in Figure 6.3. The sensorless
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Figure 6.2 Control of the hydraulic pressure with the non-sensorless FOC con-
troller.
speed control seems to be working pretty good most of the time, and there are
mainly two things to note about the speed result in Figure 6.3. The first thing to note
is that the "Stopper"-block allows the sensorless FOC to stop the motor in a good
and effective way, which without the "Stopper"-block might have been a problem
since the SMO usually has problems with angle estimation (which directly affects
the speed estimation) at low speeds. These problems with estimation would result in
that the actual speed fluctuates around zero instead of standing still when the speed
reference tells it to stop completely. Because of this, the "Stopper"-block helps to
decrease the response time of the controller when the speed reference leaves zero.
The second thing to note is also related to the speed estimation. The thing in
mind is the large peaks in speed estimation when to speed is close to zero. The
peaks arise due to the errors in angle estimation by the SMO which can be seen
in the next segment. The peaks however, do not cause as great of a problem as one
might imagine. The reason for this is that the "Reseter"-block in the observer, which
simply resets the speed estimation when the error in speed suddenly gets too large,
is working fine. Also, near standstill the controller does not use the speed estimation
values.
Angle Estimation for the FOC First, the angle estimation at high speed is pre-
sented, see Figure 6.4. As can be seen in the figure, the estimation works well at
high speeds with only small errors.
The more interesting result can be seen in Figure 6.5, where the angle estima-
tion when going from high speed to standstill is presented. As can be seen, the
estimation is very far off when the speed gets close to zero. Due to this error, the
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Figure 6.3 Step responses with the sensorless FOC controller.
Figure 6.4 Angle estimation at high speed, 3800 RPM.
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Figure 6.5 Angle estimation when going from high speed to standstill.
speed estimation may contain large spikes as was discussed in the previous seg-
ment. Also, the "Stopper"-block helps to keep the motor close to standstill when the
speed reference is low. It can be seen that the rotor angle at near-standstill does not
stay completely still. The reason for this is partly that the speed estimation for some
short time intervals deactivates the "Stopper"-block, and partly because of the load
torque from the pump which is not exactly zero at standstill, which causes the rotor
to turn a bit when it tries to stay still.
Controlling the Hydraulic Pressure with Sensorless FOC
The final result of the FOC controller is taken from the simulation when the pressure
was controlled with sensorless FOC. As mentioned above, not much focus was spent
on the pressure controller since it was somewhat outside the scope of this thesis.
The result from the sensorless pressure controller can be seen in Figure 6.6.
Considering that not much focus was spent on the pressure controller, the result
seems fairly good. From this result, the conductors of this thesis dares to say that it
probably is possible to control the hydraulic application with the presented sensor-
less FOC controller.
Speed Control With Sensorless Six-Step Commutation
Since the six-step commutation controller was only evaluated for a short period
of time before it was made sensorless, only results from the sensorless variant is
presented in this thesis.
The speed control of the sensorless six-step commutation controller was tested
with similar step responses as the FOC was. The result can be seen in Figure 6.7. It
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Figure 6.6 Control of the hydraulic pressure with the sensorless FOC controller.
Figure 6.7 Step responses with the sensorless six-step commutation controller.
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is now possible to compare the two sensorless methods, which will be done more
thoroughly in the last part of this chapter.
There are a few things to notice in Figure 6.7. The first thing is that the con-
troller needs to align the motor at startup. This is seen in the beginning of the graph
where the motor stands still even though the speed reference is high. The second
thing to note is the effect of the startup sequence which is used when the motor is
aligned in order to build up speed. In the figure, the effect of the startup sequence
is most notable at the first step response near the beginning. One can see that the
acceleration seems to drop somewhat at around 130 rad/s. The reason for this is
that the startup sequence is turned off at this point and the six-step commutation
controller takes over the speed control. Otherwise the response times seems to be
very short and satisfying. The only concern, which also is the last important thing to
notice, is that the controller seems to have a small problem with keeping the motor
at the highest speeds (3800 RPM). The reason that there is a problem with running
at the highest speeds is that the phase currents start to get large, and is on the edge
of constantly violating the current limitation. The speed controller in the Simulink
model determines the duty cycle of the gates on the inverter bridge, and the duty
cycle directly affects the amount of current in the three phases. During the devel-
opment of the six-step commutation controller, the conductors of this thesis tried
different upper limitations of the duty cycle so as not to draw to much current. If
there was to be no RMS value of the current larger than 14.5 A as was told in the
specifications, then the duty cycle would have to be fairly low. This meant that the
six-step commutation controlled BLDC was unable to reach the desired maximum
speed (3800 RPM) while abiding the current limitations, even though it was the
exact same BLDC as was used in the FOC (where it could follow both the current
limitations and speed specifications).
The conductors of this thesis decided to raise the maximum allowable duty cycle
in order to get as close to reaching 3800 RPM as in Figure 6.7. This meant that there
at some short periods of time ran a current that was too large on the inverter bridge.
The current sometimes got as high amplitude as 28-30 A (not RMS-value). The
hope was that it might be tolerable to draw to much current at short periods of time,
at least when the motor is running at maximum speed. In Figure 6.8, the three phase
current when running at 3800 RPM can be seen. A good thing to note in the figure
is that the currents does not have trapezoidal or square wave appearance as might
have been suspected. The reason for this seems to be that the controller struggles
with keeping the BLDC running at around 3800 RPM, which makes the speed ripple
somewhat more than when running at a little bit lower speeds. The problem with
consuming too much current with the six-step commutation controller is revisited
in the discussions on imposed requirements below.
Angle Segment Estimation for the Six-Step Commutation The angle segment
estimation is crucial to the performance of the six-step commutation. First, the seg-
ment estimation at high speed is presented, see Figure 6.9. The estimation seems to
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Figure 6.8 The three phase currents when the six-step commutation controller is
running the BLDC at 3800 RPM.
Figure 6.9 Angle segment estimation at high speed, 3800 RPM.
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Figure 6.10 Angle segment estimation when going from high speed to standstill.
follow the reality pretty well, with only a small delay in the estimation. It is a small
delay considering how short time the rotor spends in each angle segment during ro-
tation at 3800 RPM. It is no vital problem that the estimation is almost one segment
off from reality since the motor still will be able to run. However, the delay makes
it impossible for the six-step commutation to utilize the phase currents in the most
effective way when it is producing torque.
The estimation delay can however grow to a very big problem if the estimation
gets around two or three segments of since this would mean that a completely wrong
input voltage vector would activate during the commutation. One should note that
the angle segment estimation error is at its largest value during the maximum speed,
which the BLDC is running at in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.10 shows the angle segment estimation when going from high speed
to standstill, and it can be seen that the estimation gets very unreliable. However,
when the BLDC goes to standstill, the speed angle segment estimation does not
matter since the controller tells the motor to go through the align sequence, and
then the startup sequence (when the motor should start running again), before the
estimation is used again. By this time, the estimation has gotten accurate again.
In Figure 6.10, the estimation produces values larger than six, which are non-
existing segments. This behavior of the estimation is not possible when there is an
back-EMF to sense, the large errors in segment estimation at standstill can just be
considered unimportant algorithm errors that are not even used.
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Figure 6.11 Control of the hydraulic pressure with the sensorless six-step commu-
tation controller.
Controlling the Hydraulic Pressure with Sensorless Six-Step
Commutation
Even though the hydraulic control of the pump pressure it outside the scope of this
thesis, it is of course interesting to se how well the hydraulic pressure is controlled
with the same hydraulic controller that was tested on the FOC controller. The result
is seen in Figure 6.11. Compared to the sensorless FOC, the pressure oscillates a
lot more now, but can still follow the reference fairly good considering that almost
no time was spent on tuning the hydraulic pressure controller. The increase in oscil-
lation compared to the FOC ontroller is however quite interesting considering that
both controllers has very little ripple at stationary speeds. The larger ripple for the
six-step commutation controller probably comes from the fact that the output of the
pressure controller was saturated differently here compared to when the FOC con-
troller was bewing used. The saturation on the output of the pressure controller was
set so the speed reference could not be zero when running six-step commutation,
since this would mean that the motor would stop very often and have to runt its
align- and startup sequence once again.
6.2 Evaluation of Possibilities to Implement the BLDC
Requirements Imposed on the Processor by the FOC
As has been stated before, the FOC is supposed to be the control method that re-
quires more computational power than the six-step commutation.
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In order to study how often the computations has to be carried out, some of
the blocks in the controller were given different sampling times so that they could
be changed separately. The two most computational heavy blocks seemed to be
the "Observer"-block and the "SVPWM"-block. In both of these blocks, a lot of
calculations are carried out that directly affects the performance of the controller.
It seemed that these two block needed a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, which
was the value used throughout the construction of the Simulink model. The current
controller seems to be able to lower its sampling frequency somewhat, but not that
much since the inner loop of the controller needs to be faster than the outer loop. It
was however possible to use a sampling frequency of 5 kHz on the current controller
and still be able to control the BLDC. The speed controller was also able to use a
sampling frequency of 5 kHz, but if the frequency was lowered any more, the speed
control had a hard time following a stationary value without a lot of ripple in the
speed.
The sensorless FOC demands that two of the phase currents are measured. The
possibility of only measuring one current was tested, but since the FOC tends to
give to much variations in the waveforms of the phase currents, it seemed impos-
sible to give a good estimate of all three phase currents by only measuring one of
them. The phase current measurements are very crucial to the angle and speed es-
timation since it is from the phase currents and voltages the sliding mode observer
estimates the angle. This means that the current measurements has to be obtained
and sampled fairly fast, but the sampling frequency of 10 kHz seems to be enough.
In the ECU of the hydraulic application, some interrupts may occur at some times.
These interrupts may delay current measurements, but it seems that this will not
be a great problem since the interrupts does not last very long, and does not occur
very often periodically. So the SMO seems to be able to handle a few interrupts at
some random times, as long as the overall sampling frequency of the current is high
enough.
The interrupts mentioned above can of course also interrupt computations in the
controller. It was hard to test which computations suffered the most from interrupts
in the Simulink model, but the block that seemed to be most vulnerable to interrupts
in its computations was the "Observer"-block. The speed- and current controllers
seems to be able to adjust themselves if some computations are delayed since they
get feedback on the magnitude of error. The same goes for the SVPWM, which may
make the BLDC loose its track for a short time if it is interrupted, but finds its way
back again since its action depends on what the speed- and current controllers tells
it to do. The SMO in the "Observer"-block however, does not have such a great
feedback for when it gets the estimations wrong, so if it were to be interrupted for
a long period of time, it would take very long time for the estimations to get back
on track. The thing that saves the estimations may be the fact that the expected
interrupts does not last very long. However, if the observer were to be implemented
in the real hydraulic application, it would probably be a good idea to make at least
the angle estimation of the observer a high priority action and make it suffer from
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as few interrupts as possible.
When it comes to the computations performed in the Simulink model, it seems
as if most of the possibilities of optimization are utilized. The trigonometric func-
tions in the SVPWM and SMO are already approximated by either lookup-tables or
other calculations, and throughout the model almost all blocks only contain simple
calculations such as additions and multiplications.
Requirements Imposed on the BLDC by the FOC
BW TTS has previously spoken to several manufacturers of BLDC’s which has
resulted in that the manufacturers has provided specifications of BLDC’s with pa-
rameters suitable for the requirements set by BW TTS. All of the BLDC’s that were
specified by the different manufacturers were designed so that they should be able
to be controlled with sensorless techniques. This meant that the parameter values
from any of the manufacturers could be used with the FOC controller and still give
promising result. This was seen when the Simulink model of the sensorless FOC
was studied. The only thing about the parameters that is important is that the values
are known with enough certainty. The reason for this is that the controller depends
on the parameter values in several calculations. Also, the filters in the observer were
tuned after a BLDC model using one certain set of BLDC parameters, and if the pa-
rameters change, then the filters might have to be re-tuned.
There is one design choice that can be made by the manufacturer that is not
directly parameter related, and that is the back-EMF waveform. Normally, FOC
is conducted with a BLDC that has sinusoidal back-EMF waveforms, but it is of
course interesting to see if a BLDC with trapezoidal back-EMF waveforms works
with the constructed controller. A large part of the controller works in the d/q-frame,
and there is a known problem when transforming three-phase trapezoidal signals
(i.e. in a/b/c-frame) to the d/q-frame and then back again. The problem is that the
trapezoidal waveforms lose their trapezoidal shape, and some of the phase signals
may turn into something more like triangle waveforms.
When running experiments on the sensorless FOC controller, using a BLDC
with trapezoidal back-EMF was studied. From the experiments, it seemed that the
SMO could estimate the back-EMF good enough to get a fairly good angle esti-
mation, and therefore also a fairly good speed estimation. There is however one
more place in which the back-EMF is used, and that is as the feed forward part
of the current controllers. When the back-EMF is sinusoidal, it is estimated by the
speed of the motor together with the currents via the equations of the back-EMF
presented in Chapter 2. Now, it might have been a problem if the back-EMF was
trapezoidal instead, and if it was calculated in a similar way as the sinusoidal alter-
native. This is because the current controllers work in the d/q-frame, and the trape-
zoidal back-EMF would have to be transformed into the d/q-frame, which as men-
tioned above might have caused problems. The trapezoidal back-EMF is however
not calculated by equations and d/q-transformed, it is instead obtained by looking at
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the electrical rotor angle (which already is used in the current controllers for other
d/q-transformations), which directly gives the back-EMF waveforms. So no d/q-
transformations are needed. This meant that the sensorless FOC actually worked
well with a trapezoidal back-EMF BLDC. The only thing to note is that the speed
seemed to ripple a bit more at stationary speeds, which seems to come from the
fact that the sliding mode estimation got just slightly worse than with sinusoidal
back-EMF waveforms.
As one now can see (and which might have been expected) is that most of the
imposed requirements when working with the sensorless FOC are imposed on the
computational power and workings of the ECU, while the choice of BLDC design
is comparably arbitrary as long as it is constructed so that it should be able to handle
sensorless control methods with the specified requirements.
Requirements Imposed on the Processor by the Six-Step
Commutation
The six-step commutation method is supposed to demand less computational power
than the FOC, which really can be seen when investigating the two control methods
constructed in Simulink. The calculations made by the six-step commutation con-
troller are both fewer and mostly simpler than the ones in the FOC controller. In
the six-step commutation controller there is only one PI-controller, which controls
speed. After the PI-controller there is almost only logic operators all the way to the
inverter bridge. So there is no SVPWM involved. The only part that seem somewhat
demanding in its calculations is the back-EMF measurement and the integration of
said measurements. However, these calculations would probably be handled fine
with the processor used in the application today.
The controller works with duty cycles and carrier waves in quite a few places.
The frequency of the carrier wave affects the required computational power a bit.
During the construction of the six-step commutation controller the carrier waves
had a frequency of 10 kHz, which in an ordinary ECU processor would be handled
fine. However, it is of course interesting to see how low the frequency could be,
and by lowering it in Simulink, it was found that the carrier waves could have a
frequency as low as 1 kHz. If the frequency is lowered further the motor start to
heavily violate the current limitations. The reason for this is that if the duty cycle
happens to be high, and the carrier wave frequency is low, there will be greater time
intervals for the current to pass through the motor. Since current is proportional to
torque, this may also cause larger torque ripple at stationary speeds. It is good to
have a carrier wave with high frequency, since a high carrier wave frequency will
decrease the torque ripple and the robustness of the control algorithm will increase.
The sampling frequency also affects other calculations in the Simulink model
than just the carrier wave. Therefore it is interesting to investigate which parts of
the model that has the highest demands on the sampling frequency. From the in-
vestigation it was found that the speed controller does not seem to require as high
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sampling frequency as the rest of the model. The speed controller can manage with
only 1 kHz. This is due to the fact that the speed controller is a rather slow con-
troller and does not have to update its output as often to give an accurate enough
duty cycle reference. The "Six-step commutation"-block and the "Angle segment
and speed estimation"-block however needs a sample frequency of at least 10 kHz.
The reason for why the six-step commutation needs a relative high sampling time is
because when the motor is running at its max operating speed, 3800 RPM, the rotor
will only stay ∼0.0006 s in one segment. It is therefore crucial that the sample time
in the "Six-step commutation"-block is a bit lower than 0.0006 s, otherwise the con-
troller will not be able to notice and run the calculations before the rotor has entered
the next segment and new calculations has to be done. The same reasoning can be
done for the angle estimation. Since the angle estimation uses the back-EMF signal
to estimate the current segment and the period time of the back-EMF is the same as
the time it takes for the rotor to rotate one electrical revolution, the angle estima-
tion will run into the same problem as the "Six-step commutation"-block. At 3800
RPM the angle estimation has to start its integration procedure once every 0.0006
s. Using the same reasoning as for the "Six-step commutation"-block, the sample
time has to be low otherwise the angle estimation will not be able to notice when to
start fast enough and it will not be able finish its calculations before it is supposed
to start the calculations for the next segment. The speed estimation calculates the
speed between the integration pulses and using the same arguments once again it is
clear that the speed estimation also needs to have a low sampling time.
If this control algorithm was to be implemented on the ECU used in todays
hydraulic coupling one has to keep in mind that there are other processes running
simultaneously as the BLDC control software. The other software on the processor
may need to interrupt the BLDC control algorithm at a crucial time, due at a sudden
event. Therefore it can be interesting to see what happens with the control algorithm
if it is forced to shut down for a short while. The part of the six-step commutation
control algorithm that is most sensitive to interrupts is the angle estimation. The
reason why the angle estimation is the most sensitive part is because it is the angle
estimation that tells the motor to commutate. If the angle estimation is turned off
for a short while there will not be any updates to the angle segment estimation
and the motor will stop commutating. With no updates to the segment the control
algorithm will not switch to the next voltage vector, which causes the motor to stop.
By setting the back-EMF input to the angle estimation to zero for a short while
an interrupt was simulated. As expected the motor speed drops to zero during the
simulated interrupt, but as soon as the interrupt was over the angle estimation picks
up were it left of and continues to execute the commutation. The only problem is if
the duration of the interrupt is too long. Then the motor will stop due to the lack of
segment updates. If the motor has stopped completely there will be no back-EMF
for the estimation to measure and the motor will not leave its standstill state. The
only way for the motor to start rotating again is to rerun the startup sequence which
takes some time.
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As mentioned in the results above, the current limitation is violated when the
sensorless six-step commutation runs at the highest speeds. This problem was
almost completely solved when the controller was made non-sensorless instead.
Therefore, one may draw the conclusion that the reason that the BLDC needs more
current in the six-step commutation compared to the FOC is that the input voltage
vector is not as optimal as it should be. The voltage vector gives rise to a current
vector, which should be as close to 90◦ apart from the magnetic flux vector as pos-
sible (or, follow the MTPA curve if the reluctance torque is to be used) in order
to produce as much torque from the available current as possible. The reason that
the input voltage vector is not as optimal as possible may be that there is a small
delay in the angle segment estimation, and even though it is small, it corresponds
to almost 60◦. This means that when the controller thinks that it produces an input
current vector with as close as 90◦ difference compared to the magnetic flux vector
as possible, it may actually include an error almost as large as 60◦. This makes the
BLDC require unnecessary large currents in order to produce its torque. The most
straightforward way to solve this problem is to remove the angle segment estima-
tion error, which will put demands on the ECU and back-EMF measurements. If
the measurement of the back-EMF could be made very accurate, it would be pos-
sible to decrease the integration limit that is used in the estimation, which in turn
would decrease the delay of the angle segment estimation. This unfortunately intro-
duces a problem. The problem is that the back-EMF measurement might pick up
noise which, when integrated, may trigger the segment update in the angle segment
estimation.
An important note to make is that even if the angle segment estimation would be
perfect, the input current vector would never be as good as the one produced by the
MTPA scheme in the FOC controller. So even if the estimation error was removed,
the six-step commutation controller would probably still require more current than
the FOC controller.
Summarized, one can see that the six-step commutation puts less demand on the
ECU processor than the FOC does, even though the performance and abidance of
current limitations has suffered when switching to six-step commutation.
Requirements Imposed on the BLDC by the Six-Step
Commutation
The problem with drawing to much current needs to be discussed in this segment
also since there is another possibility to avoid violation of the current limitation
when running sensorless six-step commutation. The alternative possibility is to sim-
ply use a "stronger" BLDC. By "stronger" the meaning is that the torque-to-current
ratio Kt is increased. The constant Kt is proportional to the back-EMF constant Ke
and therefore also the magnetic flux linkage Ψm. Simply put, by using a motor with
better magnetic capabilities, the current limitation may be kept better. However, an
increase in Ke will of course make the back-EMF amplitude larger, which may cause
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problems if the available input voltage of 10.4 V is smaller than the back-EMF at
the highest desirable speed.
An advantage of the six-step commutation compared to the FOC is that the
six-step commutation controller does not depend on any motor parameters. This of
course makes the method robust against parameter uncertainties. So as long as the
BLDC is designed to be compatible with sensorless techniques and can handle the
specifications set by BW TTS, then it should be compatible with the designed six-
step commutation controller. The only major design choice on the BLDC that is of
interest is therefore (just as for the FOC) the shape of the back-EMF waveform.
Just as with the FOC, experiments were run with BLDC’s that had both si-
nusoidal and trapezoidal back-EMF waveforms. Since six-step commutation usu-
ally uses a BLDC with trapezoidal back-EMF, most experiments were run with the
trapezoidal alternative. Overall, it seemed that the six-step commutation worked
better with a trapezoidal back-EMF BLDC since the controller had some troubles
reaching high speeds when the back-EMF was sinusoidal. However, the reason for
this may be that while the trapezoidal three-phase waveforms are very symmetrical
and always behaves the same, the sinusoidal waveforms had some unpredictable
behavior during high speeds. The unpredictable behaviors included fluctuations
around the expected sinusoidal waveforms and also some asymmetry. The prob-
lem was probably mostly the asymmetry since this would affect the angle segment
estimation, and may cause the estimation to miss a certain back-EMF zero-crossing
if two zero-crossings were to happen at almost the same time. The unpredictable be-
havior of the three-phase back-EMF was only noticed during the six-step commu-
tation at high speeds since it did not seem to affect the FOC. The behavior probably
comes from model uncertainties in the magnetic saturation of the BLDC. There are
a lot of theory which requires deep understanding of BLDC dynamics behind the
magnetic saturation, and it is therefore considered future work. In reality, a BLDC
would probably have symmetric and predictable sinusoidal waveforms even at high
speeds. This may in reality remove the problems with running six-step commutation
on a BLDC with sinusoidal back-EMF.
Aside from the experiments, there is one important note to make. The thing to
note is that when running six-step commutation on a BLDC with sinusoidal back-
EMF, there is a high risk of large torque ripple which in an application like the
coupling in a vehicle may cause a rumbling noise that comes from mechanic vibra-
tions. This fact was learned from BW TTS which had conducted some experiments
on six-step commutation before this thesis was conducted. The rumbling noise is of
course undesirable, so if six-step commutation is to be implemented in the hydraulic
application, then it may be better to use a BLDC with trapezoidal back-EMF.
So, in contrast to the FOC, the shape of the back-EMF waveform may play a
greater role in the six-step commutation method. And the best choice for six-step
commutation seems to be a BLDC with a trapezoidal back-EMF waveform, or at
least a BLDC with as good symmetry as possible between the three-phase back-
EMF waveforms.
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This segment aims to make some comparisons between the two proposed control
methods on aspects such as rise time, how well the phase currents are used, com-
plexity and so on. The comparison was at first made by simulating the sensorless
FOC and the sensorless six-step commutation controllers with the same reference
steps. As expected the FOC controller is performing better than the six-step con-
troller in many ways. One of the greatest differences between the six-step commu-
tation method and the FOC method is that the FOC can produce any voltage input
vector, while the six-step commutation only can produce six different input vectors.
The maximum torque is achieved when the angle between the voltage vector and
the rotor is about 90 electrical degrees (or maybe a little greater when the MTPA
scheme is considered). This means that theoretically the FOC is able to produce the
maximum torque at any given time, but the six-step commutation on the other hand
can only produce the maximum torque six times per electrical revolution (once for
every possible voltage input vector). This is the main reason why the FOC is much
more effective in its use of current, has a faster rise time, higher maximum speed
and has less torque ripple than the six-step commutation. One more reason why the
six-step commutation has more torque ripple than the FOC is due to the torque rip-
ple that arises form the change of voltage vector in the six-step commutation. When
the six-step commutation switches to the next voltage vector the angle between the
voltage vector and the rotor makes a sudden change. Since the output torque is direct
proportional to the angle there will be a drastic change in the torque. This change
in torque happens every time the machine is commutating. This undesirable phe-
nomenon will not occur when controlling the motor with FOC, since the FOC can
give any voltage vector the FOC can keep the angle between the voltage vector and
the rotor more constant.
Some key values for evaluating the two control methods have been listed for
comparison in Table 6.1.
Measurements with Sensorless Controllers FOC Six-Step Commutation
Rise time, 0-3800 RPM / [s] 0.028 0.151
Settling time, 0-3800 RPM / [s] 0.18 0.28
Rise time, 800-3800 RPM / [s] 0.022 0.06
Settling time, 800-3800 RPM / [s] 0.215 0.205
Torque ripple at 3800 RPM / [Nm] 0.145 0.208
Speed ripple at 3800 RPM / [RPM] 36 31
Phase current, peak value at 3800 RPM / [A] 15 28
Table 6.1 Comparison of key performance values of the sensorless FOC and sen-
sorless Six-Step Commutation (with pump model as load).
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The hydraulic coupling is designed to be able to transfer the torque from the
front wheels to the rear wheels or vice versa in a quick manner. If a sudden change
in the environment occurs (e.g. an icy patch on the road is encountered), the system
has to be able to transfer toque between the wheels very fast. The torque is transfered
by changing the pump pressure, the pump pressure is controlled by the speed of
the electrical motor. This means that if the system has to react fast, it is crucial
for the electrical motor to minimize the rise time. In Figure 6.12 and from Table
6.1, it is obvious that the FOC has the shortest rise time. The reason why the rise
time differ so much when running the motor form 0-3800 RPM is that the six-step
commutation controller has to run its startup sequence which in it self takes around
0.094 s. However, this startup time may be possible to reduce by spending more time
on the tuning of the commutation times. When the motor runs from 800-3800 RPM,
there is no need for the six-step commutation to run the startup sequence since the
motor is already running, therefore this measurements give a more just comparison.
The time values still indicates that the rise time is much faster when controlling
the motor with FOC. The reason for this is that the FOC can produce more torque
without violating the current limitation, which means that a more aggressive speed
controller can be implemented.
Overshoots does not usually affect the hydraulic pump of the coupling in a neg-
ative matter, in fact, the opposite may be true. Since the speed of the rotor is used
to control the pump pressure and the fact that the pump pressure takes a rather long
time to build up, the overshoot will only decrease the rise time of the pump pressure.
The settling time is not as important as the rise time, since building up the pressure
in the pump fast has a higher priority than getting it to keep a precise constant value
as fast as possible. The difference between the settling times and the speed ripple
when running the motor with FOC or with six-step commutation seems to be neg-
ligible. Besides from the rise time, the biggest difference between the two control
methods is how much current they need to keep the motor spinning at a certain
speeds. The reason for this is mainly that the six-step commutation cannot produce
as much torque per ampere as the FOC, due to the limited amount of voltage vectors
that can be produced in the six-step commutation, (see Chapter 5 for more a detailed
explanation).
One big advantage with the FOC is that it does not have to run a startup se-
quence. This is especially convenient when the motor is changing its direction.
When the six-step commutation needs to change the rotational direction it has to
rerun the startup sequence once again which takes a lot of valuable time.
Performance-wise the FOC is better than six-step commutation in pretty much
every way. However, the six-step commutation implementation gives much less de-
mands on the processor. The six-step commutation is a rather simple way to control
the BLDC and does not require as many calculations as the FOC controller (espe-
cially in the sensorless cases). The six-step commutation is also less sensitive to
parameter changes in the BLDC. This was tested by changing the parameters in the
BLDC and thus introducing parameter uncertainties. The current controllers of the
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Figure 6.12 Speed comparison between sensorless FOC and sensorless Six-Step
Commutation (with pump model as load).
FOC are tuned after the parameters, so if the parameters were to change a lot the
controller will be tuned wrong. This might cause the controller to give the wrong
output. However, small parameter uncertainties did not seem to affect the current
controller very much.
The SMO in the FOC uses filters to filter the estimated speed and the estimated
angle. These filters are tuned after the dynamics of the motor. Therefore, if the
dynamics of the BLDC would change heavily the filters might need some retuning.
So in the worst case, the filters might have to be tuned again if a another BLDC
is to be tested in the application. Since the six-step commutation controller simply
measures the back-EMF, the six-step commutation is not that sensitive to parameter
changes. The only thing that may need some retuning if there are large parameter
variations is the PI-controller that controls the duty cycle of the PWM.
Implementation Cost
Of course, the cost of implementing the BLDC and control method has to be consid-
ered. The complexity and tuning of filters in the sensorless FOC will probably make
the FOC more time consuming in the end. This will of course raise the development
costs of the implementation due to wages to the engineers. In the hardware aspect,
both methods probably are very similar in implementation cost, except for in one
small aspect. The aspect in mind is that only the FOC controller needs to measure
phase currents while the six-step commutation does not. Therefore, some current
measuring element needs to be implemented on the hardware if the FOC controller
is to be used, which probably will raise the implementation cost. It might also be
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possible to lower the cost somewhat more for the six-step commutation method if a
cheaper ECU processor with lesser computational capabilities can be implemented.
However, one must then keep in mind that some time would have to be spent on
verifying the capabilities of the processor.
Impact of Interrupts
The sensorless six-step commutation control method can handle interrupts better
than the sensorless FOC method. This is due to the more simple way that the sen-
sorless six-step commutation does its estimations. The estimation method used in
the sensorless FOC provides a constant update to the position of the rotor. The angle
estimation used in the sensorless six-step commutation on the other hand updates
the output much less frequently, because it only updates the angle segment when
the rotor enters a new angle segment. Since the observer in the FOC updates ro-
tor position continuously, more complex and time consuming calculations has to be
made. If the observer in the FOC is interrupted during a relative long period of time,
there is a risk that the observer will not provide a correct angle estimation after the
interrupt. Because the segment estimation used in the six-step commutation method
does not have to update its output as often, and because there are no complex cal-
culations, it is fairly easy for the angle estimation to pick up where it left off before
the interrupt happened.
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Conclusions and Final
Remarks
Making a statement on the feasibility of implementing a BLDC in the hydraulic ap-
plication from just running simulations in Simulink is almost impossible. However,
from the evaluations of the Simulink results one can get a sense of what kind of
controller that may be possible to use in the application, and also what problems
that face the engineers that may implement the BLDC in the future.
From the simulation results alone, the conductors of this thesis thinks that the
sensorless FOC controller is the better alternative in this hydraulic application. The
FOC controller has better performance than the six-step commutation, and even if
it demands greater computational power it seems to definitely be within the realm
of possibility for an ECU processor to handle it.
The FOC controller will probably take longer time to implement compared to
the six-step commutation, and will probably also need more work before it is work-
ing as good as it possibly can. However, in the end the FOC looks more promising
due to its performance and robustness. The six-step commutation has problems with
the current limitation, and before it is even considered as an alternative to control
the BLDC the six-step commutation controller must be optimized further so that it
will not violate the current limitation.
It is not only the results in this thesis that makes the conductors propose the
FOC controller as the better alternative. If one were to look around in applications
that uses a BLDC today, one can see that the FOC controller is getting more and
more common. This is probably due to the fact that ECU processors has gotten
computationally stronger, while not increasing in price.
7.1 Future Work
As a last part of this thesis, the possibilities of continuing the work that has been
done will be summarized here as possible future work.
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Even though the results were mostly promising there are of course some parts
that can be made even better, and which can be considered as possible future work.
An example of a part like this, is the temperature dependence (which laid outside the
scope of this thesis). The temperature dependence would be seen in the hydraulic
pressure from the pump, since the properties of the hydraulic oil in it depends on
temperature. An example of one such property is the viscosity, which behaves dif-
ferently at different temperatures. In this thesis, the temperature of the hydraulic oil
was set to 20◦C at all times. The inductances of the BLDC are also temperature
dependent, which was not compensated for in this thesis.
It is not only the temperature that affects the inductances of the BLDC, but also
the orientation of the current vector. This effect is especially visible in the q-axis
inductance on a real brushless electrical motor. This variation in inductance values
were also outside the scope of this thesis, and is also considered to be future work.
In both control methods that were tested, the torque ripple (coming from both
the control method and the cogging torque) around some stationary speeds were a
little too large to make the controller feasible to implement. This is also considered
future work since the problem comes from the currents and magnetic flux of the
BLDC model and not the controllers. Parts of the torque ripple may come from the
fact that the inductances are not depending on the orientation of the current vector as
they should, which is mentioned above. Another possibility is that the BLDC model
is not perfect since the magnetic saturation was implemented as a simple saturation
while it in reality may behave a little different. So investigation on both the torque
ripple and magnetic saturation of the BLDC model can be considered future work.
Regarding the six-step commutation there is some future work to be made. First,
possibilities to make the controller abide the current limitations at the highest speeds
needs to be investigated. Also, the startup sequence of the controller may be possible
to optimize so that the time can be shortened.
The most interesting and natural next step after the Simulink implementations
are finished would be to test the controllers on real applications. So if any future
work is to be done, it should definitely include making the controllers in Simulink
into real software and test on real BLDC’s in the hydraulic application.
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A
Matlab Script for the MTPA
Curve
Imax=14.5; %Maximum allowed current
p=10; %Numer of poles of the BLDC
Ke=0.01209; %Back-EMF constant
Psim=Ke/(p/2); %Magnetic flux linkage
Lsx=45.1e-6; %Inductance in the d-axis
Lsy=58.9e-6; %Inductance in the q-axis
k=1; %Iteration variable
for is=0:Imax/145:Imax
poly=[2 Psim/(Lsx-Lsy) -is*is];
R=roots(poly);
if(R(1)<R(2))
id=R(1);
else
id=R(2);
end
iq=sqrt(is*is-id*id);
Tm=0.75*p*(Psim+(Lsx-Lsy)*id)*iq;
Vid(k+145)=id;
Viq(k+145)=iq; %Array used in lookup-table
VTm(k+145)=Tm; %Array used in lookup-table
if(k>1)
Vid(147-k)=-id;
Viq(147-k)=-iq; %Array used in lookup-table
VTm(147-k)=-Tm; %Array used in lookup-table
end
i=is;
k=k+1;
end
posVid=Vid(146:1:291); %Array used in lookup-table
negVid=-Vid(1:1:146); %Array used in lookup-table
negVTm=VTm(1:1:146); %Array used in lookup-table
posVTm=VTm(146:1:291); %Array used in lookup-table
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B
Theoretic Background of
Sliding Mode Observers
B.1 Overview
Sliding mode observers are based on a nonlinear control method called SMC (slid-
ing mode control). Some of the advantages of the SMC concept is the method’s
ability to handle disturbances and modeling uncertainties. These properties makes
the SMC a robust control method. The lack of robustness is in some cases a prob-
lem, not only for control applications, but also for state estimations. The need for a
robust state observer led to the development of the sliding mode observer (SMO),
[Veluvolu et al., 2011].
Another benefit with the sliding mode controller and observer is that while in
sliding mode, the state trajectories are limited to a reduced order set. This means
that the order of the effective system is reduced and the control/observer problem
can be decoupled in to smaller independent subproblems.
By changing the system dynamics to a user-defined sliding mode dynamic, the
system can be forced to behave in a known manner no matter how complex the
system is, [Haskara, 1996].
The first step when creating a sliding mode is to choose a sliding set. The sliding
set should be chosen in such a way that the system satisfies the desired design objec-
tives i.e. stability, order reduction, linearization, etc. When a set has been selected
a control law is found to generate the sliding motion on the chosen set. The control
law forces the system towards the set by directing the state trajectories toward the
set and keeping them on it. When the trajectories has reached the set the sliding
mode occurs and the trajectories slides towards the origin and through it, [Haskara,
1996].
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B.2 Derivation of a Sliding Mode Observer
B.2 Derivation of a Sliding Mode Observer
Consider the nonlinear system in Equation (B.1).
x˙= f (x, t)+B(x, t)u+h(x, t) (B.1)
Where x ∈ℜm is the state vector, u ∈ℜm is the control vector and h ∈ℜm is all the
disturbances to the system.
If it is assumed that the disturbance h(x, t) satisfy the condition in Equation
(B.2).
h(x, t) ∈ span{B(x, t)} (B.2)
Then there exists a control signal u(x, t) as in Equation (B.3) that cancels out all the
disturbances.
Bu=−h(x, t) (B.3)
This makes the system invariant to the disturbances h(x, t). Based on Equation (B.3)
the control law can be determined as in Equation (B.4).
ui =
{
u+i (x, t) if σi(x)> 0
u−i (x, t) if σi(x)< 0
i= (1,2, ...,m)
σT = (σ1(x),σ2(x), ...,σm(x)) (B.4)
In Equation (B.4) u+i (x, t) and u
−
i (x, t) are continuous functions and u
+
i (x, t) 6=
u−i (x, t). However ui(x, t) may contain some discontinuities on the set σi(x) = 0,
but outside the set (i.e. σi(x) 6= 0), σ is a continuous function.
The control signal ui has the input sigma which goes to zero during sliding
mode, this causes the output to become discontinuous which means that the output
signal will contain very high frequency components. The high frequency compo-
nents may cause problems, since they amplify noise and disturbances. To suppress
the influence of noise and other disturbances the gain of the observer has to be
high. The disturbances does not have to be measured or estimated since the sliding
mode dynamics is independent of the disturbances h(x, t), however to guarantee the
sliding mode behavior, the disturbance h(x, t) has to be upper bounded, [Chi, 2007].
The sliding motion projection of Equation (B.1) on the set σ(x) is described in
Equation (B.5), assuming det
( ∂σ
∂x B 6= 0
)
for all state x and time t.
σ˙ =
∂σ
∂x
( f +h)+
∂σ
∂x
Bu (B.5)
If σ˙ = 0 then the equivalent control ueq can be calculated as in Equation (B.6).
0 =
∂σ
∂x
( f +h)+
∂σ
∂x
Bu
⇒ u= ueq =−
(
∂σ
∂x
B
)−1 ∂σ
∂x
( f +h) (B.6)
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Appendix B. Theoretic Background of Sliding Mode Observers
To obtain the sliding mode motion inside the sliding set σ = 0, the Equation (B.1)
is substituted into Equation (B.6), which is seen in Equation (B.7).
x˙= f −B
(
∂σ
∂x
B
)−1 ∂σ
∂x
f (B.7)
Equation (B.7) tends to have a solution x∗(t) if x is inside a boundary of the sliding
set σ = 0, the boundary can be defined as x(t,∆) where ∆ > 0. Since the system
is undefined on the sliding set σ = 0, the system is designed in such a way that
the states will oscillate around the sliding set using the control signals described
in Equation (B.4). The idea of this is that instead of moving on the sliding set the
control algorithm should switch between u+i and u
−
i and the two control signals
should together form a vector that points along the sliding set, [Chi, 2007].
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